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PICTURE BOOK

El conejo Nico

Begoña Oro (Script)

Ester Garay (Illustration)

Alfaguara, February 2018 - February 2018
Hardcover / 160 x 230 mm / 160pp

A book that captures those small but
magical family moments.

A perfect gift for Father’s 
and Mother’s Day.

It’s Saturday and Blanca and Leo are planning 
to stay home and watch TV, or to go out and 
play with their friends... But their parents have 
other plans! They’ve organized a really special, 
fun adventure for them. But their lack of expe-
rience in planning these things leads to some 
unexpected situations, and nothing works 
out the way they had intended Nevertheless 
they have a really fun day, and the kids admit 
that their parents did a great job at making 
the best of all unforeseen circumstances.

* Includes a crafts project for kids to 
make a photo frame for their father.

Ferbuary 2017
Dad, you’re Awesome!

Ana Punset Author

Lucía Serrano Illustrator

Beascoa, March 2023
Hardcover, 190 x 190 mm, 96 pp

The entire alphabet lives in this house! 
Join the fun of the adventures of 
these very special housemates.

#1 The House of Letters opens its doors to you today. 
Come and meet its inhabitants and find out about 
their own distinctive personalities. With your friends, 
the letters of the alphabet, you will never get bored.

The House of Letters is a compilation of stories writ-
ten with linked letters as characters, ideal for early 
readers. This is the perfect book to accompany boys 
and girls as they learn to read and  discover that 
through reading they can be transported to oth-
er worlds and places that will fascinate them.

#2 The House of Numbers This curious building is 
the craziest and funniest in the whole city. In it live 
all the numbers that you need to meet to learn how 
to count. Sometimes they like spending time alone, 
other times they hang out as a group, but they all 
have something to “tell”. Would you like to meet 
them? It’s the most fun way to learn numbers! 

The House of Letters / The House of Numbers



La tortuga CERO estaba lista:
¡era su cumpleaños y celebraba una gran fiesta!

No era una fiesta cualquiera, era la gran fiesta de los números. 
¿Vendrían solos o de uno en uno?
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Learn With The Cokitos I Will Draw A Rainbow

Elisa Reyes Author

Sara Porras Illustrator 
Penguin Kids, June 2023
Hardcover, 280 x 257 mm, 48 pp

Grow with the series Learn Wth The 
Cokitos and with the first book on 
numbers for preschool audiences.

Animagics are animals with a secret to tell you: 
the secret of numbers! With them, you will learn 
what the giraffe shares the shape of number 1, 
followed by… the swan and number 2! A wonderful 
rhyming story, unique in the market, with which 
to take the first steps in the world of numbers. A 
cumulative mathematical adventure, the perfect 
reading for learning and growing as a family.

Elisa Reyes, kindergarten teacher, developed this 
practical method of learning in the classroom, 
which is used by an increasing number of educa-
tional centers. Her method enhances children’s 
most developed abilities or intelligence naturally 
and is an ideal complement for learning literacy. 

With the Cokitos, she has created a brand that 
is used by more than 500 centers through-
out Spain, with innovative and effective 
mathematical and literacy methods based 
on the Theory of Multiple Intelligences.

Núria Aparicio
Beascoa, March 2023
Hardcover, 247 x 247 mm, 36 pp

From the illustrator of Crazy Haacks’ 
comes a tale about friendship, 
loss, and the passage of time.

Nil, a five-year-old boy, can’t remember a single 
day in his life that he hasn’t shared with his 
best friend, the cat Whiskers. Suddenly, one 
morning, Nil’s parents tell him that Whiskers 
is gone. Nil was overcome with sadness, and 
couldn’t feel more alone. To make matters 
worse, sometime later, a new kitten arrives in 
the family that turns everything upside down.

I Will Draw A Rainbow, the first illustrated collec-
tion by Núria Aparicio, was born from the need 
to explain to the little ones a fundamental part of 
life: the loss of loved ones. Through a tender and 
moving story, Núria makes it possible to speak 
to boys and girls—with delicacy, emotion, and 
from a point of good humor—about death, pain, 
sadness and, eventually, how to overcome them.



The World According To Lea
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Treasures & Seeds

Carlos Javier Gonzalez Serrano Author

Candela Ferrández Illustrator 
Beascoa, February 2023
Hardcover, 225 x 200 mm, 96 pp

Philosophy to understand critical thinking 
and emotions through five stories.

What is happiness? What is it that helps us to feel 
happy? At what age do we learn to be okay with 
ourselves? And, even more important, when is 
it necessary to start asking these questions?

The World According to Lea is the first collection of 
stories to think about, aimed at the most inquisitive 
minds, curious about the world around them. Through 
short, entertaining stories adapted for ages between 
3 and 6, this collection will encourage readers to 
reflect on aspects that will help them develop, and 
learn to think and manage their emotions parting 
from the universal perspective of philosophy. 

A reading that the whole family will benefit from, 
with activities and questions at the end of each story 
to encourage an analysis on what has been read.

Desirée Acevedo Author

Lydia Mba Illustrator

B de Blok, May 2023
Hardcover, 205 x 205 mm, 48 pp

The continuation of Seeds 
and the perfect end-of-year 
gift for our teachers! 

A book for the people who accompany boys and 
girls during almost as many hours a day as their 
parents: the teachers! A gift to recognize, thank, 
and emphasize the importance of their work.

B de Blok, April 2020
Hardcover, 205 x 205 mm, 48 pp

Seeds is an illustrated collection 
dedicated to the teachers who sow 
love, values,   and hope for the future 
of our sons and daughters—the 
adults of tomorrow. This beauti-
ful story pays tribute to the unique 
dedication offered by these people 
with a special vocation: teachers.

6,000 
copies sold!



10 Ways To Put A Unicorn To Sleep
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Vanesa Perez-Sauquillo Author

Mario Gushiken Illustrator 
Beascoa, April 2023
Hardcover, 280 x 257 mm, 24 pp

Living with a unicorn is a lot of fun. 
But when night falls it is difficult 
to make them sleep... Here are 
the 10 ways to help a unicorn get 
to sleep, essential for bedtime.

Unicorns are affectionate and funny, and 
they love to play. But when night comes, they 
don’t want to go to bed. A unicorn has to do 
many things before going to sleep: count 
fairies, turn off the rainbow, say goodbye to 
the monster that lives under the bed... But 
it cannot do it alone:   it needs your help.

In this book you will find ten ways to help your 
unicorn get to sleep. Thus, the two of you will 
go to bed with a smile that will last you all night.

Each Animal to its Own Potty

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo Author

Sara Sánchez Illustrator

Beascoa, 2017 – 2023
Hardcover, 205 x 205 mm, 24 pp
Rights sold: France (Eyrolles) and
Turkey (A7 Kitap)

A series of books full of humor
and tender rhymes created to
accompany the little ones through
the great achievements of their
first few years and to guide them
on their path to autonomy.

Small Big Steps

The Feeling Glasses

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo Sara Sánchez

¿Quieres saber lo que siento
con las gafas de sentir?

¡Son todo un descubrimiento!
Y yo un niño muy feliz.

Una colección para acompañar 
a tus pequeños en los GRANDES PASITOS

de los primeros años de su vida.

 Me gusta leer Kids
@megustaleerkids
@megustaleerkids

www.megustaleerinfantil.com

PVP  9,95 €
ISBN 978-84-488-4786-9

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo ·  Sara Sánchez

The Snoring Hour

The Drop the Dummy Book 

The Bath Party

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo Sara Sánchez

«¡Animales, a la cama!»
Todos se bañan y cenan.
Y se ponen el pijama…

 Pero los asusta un ruido.
«¿Qué ha sido eso? ¿Un ronquido?»

Una colección para acompañar 
a tus pequeños en los GRANDES PASITOS

de los primeros años de su vida.

PVP  9,95 €
ISBN 978-84-488-4887-3

 Me gusta leer Kids
@megustaleerkids
@megustaleerkids

www.megustaleerinfantil.com

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo Sara SánchezVanesa Pérez-Sauquillo Sara Sánchez

El libro definitivo 
para dejar el chupete.

A través de diez amigos:
¡diez maneras diferentes!

Una colección para acompañar 
a tus pequeños en los GRANDES PASITOS

de los primeros años de su vida.

PVP  9,95 €
ISBN 978-84-488-4887-3

 Me gusta leer Kids
@megustaleerkids
@megustaleerkids

www.megustaleerinfantil.com

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo ·  Sara Sánchez

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo Sara Sánchez

«¡Animales, a la cama!»
Todos se bañan y cenan.
Y se ponen el pijama…

 Pero los asusta un ruido.
«¿Qué ha sido eso? ¿Un ronquido?»

Una colección para acompañar 
a tus pequeños en los GRANDES PASITOS

de los primeros años de su vida.

PVP  9,95 €
ISBN 978-84-488-4887-3

 Me gusta leer Kids
@megustaleerkids
@megustaleerkids

www.megustaleerinfantil.com

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo ·  Sara Sánchez

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo Sara Sánchez

El libro DEFINITIVO
para dejar los pañales.
En la selva donde vivo,

ahora usamos… ¡orinales!

Una colección para acompañar 
a tus pequeños en los GRANDES PASITOS

de los primeros años de su vida.

Vanesa Pérez-Sauquillo ·  Sara Sánchez

PVP  9,95 €
ISBN 978-84-488-4975-7

 Me gusta leer Kids
@megustaleerkids
@megustaleerkids

www.megustaleerinfantil.com9 7 8 8 4 4 8 8 4 9 7 5 7

16,000 
copies sold 

of the series!
Amazon Favorite

New 
Cover 

Designs!
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Dina the Tyrannosaurus

Marisa Morea 
Beascoa, March 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 240 mm, 48 pp

A story about anger, friendship, 
diversity and the importance of 
asking for help when you need it.

Dina Is Really Mad is the title of the first 
book in the series Dina the Tyrannosaurus, 
a collection of picture books about how to 
handle our feelings, featuring one of children’s 
favorite animals as the star: a dinosaur.

Dina is a T-Rex, the most fearsome dinosaur 
in the wild. Other dinosaurs know that Dina’s 
always in a bad mood, but they’re never really 
sure why. One day, they find out: Dina’s arms are 
so short she can’t even scratch her itchy nose. 

• Written in capital letters to help children 
 who are learning to read.
• This series is focused on the value of 

friendship and the importance of asking 
for help whenever you need it, and 
offering to help whenever you can.

#2 Dina Is Really Mad

#1 Dina Is Really Afraid

+4

Asaari Bibang Author

Luna Lag Illustrator

B de Blok, October 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 257 mm, 48 pp

A beautiful large-format illustrated 
album in which the author teaches 
us that what we are alike as no one 
is the same. We are all different 
for some reason and that should 
make the world a great place.

A diverse society is one that doesn’t 
highlight diversity. This is a bit beyond the 
cliché that those who live within the norm 
tend to believe. After telling us the story 
of her life in And Despite All, I’m Still Here, 
Asaari Bibang is back with a children’s 
story about the real lives of real people.

  Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant! 

Sami’s Marbel: A Diversity Story

Also by the author:
And Despite All, I’m Still Here
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Tania García Author

Núria Aparicio Illustrator 
Beascoa, October 2022
Hardcover, 200 x 260 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: Romania (Editura For You)

The keenly awaited third picture 
book from Tania García, the leading 
author on parenting and emotion 
management, with illustrations by 
Núria Aparicio. A book for the whole 
family that takes its cue from recent 
successes on the topic of anxiety.

In her new book, Tania García gives us a brief and 
entertaining story filled with strategies and tips 
to help children and parents cope with anxiety 
and nervousness, both of which are becoming 
increasingly common in the modern world. 
Thanks to this blend of fiction and nonfiction, 
young and old alike will learn to reason through 
their nervousness and use these tricks to channel 
comprehension and empathy.

• The non-fiction format is ideal for helping 
parents and children read and work on their 
fears together.

   Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  

#3 What Do I Need When I’m Nervous?

#1 What Do I Need 
When I Get Angry?
+ 20,000 copies sold!

#2 What Do I Need 
When I’m Afraid?
Nearly 4,000 copies sold!

+30,300 
copies sold of 

the series!

+4

We Treat Each Other Well

Lucía Serrano
Beascoa, May 2023
Hardcover, 240 x 280 mm, 36 pp

A new book about friendship, 
respect, and the importance of 
treating each other well from the 
author of Your Body Is Yours.

We mustn’t strive to be friends with 
everyone. But we must treat people 
well. Do you know how to do it?

This book by Lucía Serrano starts from the fact 
that we are all unique and different; from there it 
explains how we relate to others. Sometimes re-
lationships are calm and serene, but other times 
we can feel bad about what others do. Or maybe 
we are the ones making someone else feel bad?

Based on a series of rules of good treatment, 
the book aims to explain what we should do. 
Although it is not mandatory to be friends with 
everyone, we must know how to get along.

Also available in cardboard format!
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Míriam Tirado Author

Marta Moreno Illustrator

B de Blok, September 2022
Hardcover, 278 x 307 mm, 64 pp

After The Invisible Thread and The Hidden 
Fountain, Míriam Tirado is back   with a 
new picture book that encourages us to 
embrace our feelings and sensitivity.

Everyone is sensitive, but highly sensitive boys 
and girls are especially vulnerable to the stimuli 
around them; they’re less able to tolerate noise, 
more bothered by itchy clothes, or need space 
in order to think clearly. After talking about 
bonds in The Invisible Thread and searching for 
our essence in The Hidden Fountain, Míriam 
Tirado dedicates her third children’s book to a 
very important topic that affections children in 
particular, and which has recently been the topic 
of conversation: sensitivity and high sensitivity.

  Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  

#3 Sensitive

#1 The Invisible Thread 

B de Blok, February 2021
Hardcover, 270 x 300 mm, 64 pp
Rights sold:  Basque (Erein Argitaletxea),
France (Eyrolles), Portugal (PRHGE), and 
Poland (Jedność)

A precious collection about the 
invisible bonds that give us roots and 
reconnecting with ourselves, two facts 
which make us happy and stable adults. 

According to psychologists and parenting spe-
cialists, a stable bond gives children the strength 
to overcome traumatic experiences and develop 
emotionally. The present illustrated collection 
shows us in a way that the whole family will 
love what a bond is (in nature, among animals 
and human beings) and why it is important.

• The Invisible Thread has been in the Amazon’s 
Spanish top 100 albums of the year.

Almost
 150,000

copies sold of 
the series!
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#2 The Hidden Fountain 

B de Blok, April 2021
Hardcover, 270 x 300 mm, 64 pp

A beautifully illustrated album 
that teaches us how to connect 
with ourselves and look for the 
essence we carry within. 

Pol used to love singing. When he sang, he felt 
like he was flying. It was as if he could spread 
some imaginary wings and visit places in the 
world that he had never been to before. It was 
as if he could touch the sky with his hands. 
He often wondered if that sensation had a 
name. Happiness? Peace? He was sure that 
it was something even stronger than that.
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Míriam Tirado Author

Marta Moreno Illustrator

B de Blok, February 2023
Hardcover, 280 x 257 mm, 48 pp

Kai and Emma,   the new 
children’s collection by Míriam 
Tirado for royal families!

When a virus enters the house... it’s impossible to 
escape from it! It only takes one to catch it for all 
the others at home to fall. And with the discomfort, 
come many more problems! Taking care of the sick, 
caring for each other when we are unwell, and the 
impatience of the little ones to be healthy again.

Míriam Tirado brings her habitual emotional 
and conscious vision to this mundane situation 
that all families face to help them extract 
the best from each experience.

 A series that will help parents to:
• Handle exciting or stressful situations with their 

family in the best way possible.
• Feel connected with their kids’ worries.

  Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  

#4 Kai and Emma. A Virus At Home

Previous titles in the collection:

+2

This is Rock
A tale on the value of listening to oneself

Manu Guix Author

Patricia de Pedro Illustrator

Beascoa, April 2023
Hardcover, 280 x 240 mm, 48 pp

A musical tale from Manu Guix to 
understand that being faithful to one’s 
feelings is the key to knowing how to 
express them, and will help both yourself 
and others love you just the way you are.

Manu is a very sensitive child who has always used 
music to express himself. His friends and fami-
ly all know that one day he can become a great 
musician. Everyone understands his way of seeing 
the world, except Joel, a classmate who claims 
that feelings—as well as music!—are nonsense.

Both Manu and Joel are about to discover that 
saying or doing what one feels is much more com-
plicated than we think, and although it can be a bit 
scary at times, being faithful to one’s feelings is the 
key to knowing how to express them so that both 
yourself and others love you just the way you are.

+6
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Bea Taboada Author

César Barceló Illustrator

B de Blok, February 2023
Hardcover, 240 x 250 mm, 24 pp

A new collection from Bea 
Taboada, author of Sometimes 
Mamma Has Thunder in Her 
Head, about real parenthood.

«When I was little, dad drew dinosaurs. Now 
he is an architect and draws houses and plans. 
But he also paints on my school diary».

An illustrated collection that doesn’t idealize the 
father figure, but rather shows the realities of 
paternity and the shared responsibility between 
mothers and fathers. A story that reflects, from 
the eyes of a girl, what a normal father should 
be: committed, present in family life, involved 
in his daughter’s daily activities—from talking 
to her teacher to taking her to the doctor. 
Obligations that, on many occasions, fall on 
mothers, are the basic and functional tasks of 
a responsible adult. A story to celebrate that 
fathers—just like mothers do—paint a lot.

Daddy Paints a Lot

Previous title in the collection:
Rosalía And The Tooth That Wouldn’t Fall Out

Paula Merlán & Pilar López Ávila Authors

Arancha Perpiñán Illustrator

Beascoa, April 2023
Hardcover, 280 x 257 mm, 48 pp

Our favorite character Rosalía returns 
in a new adventure focused on the 
importance of eating vegetables 
(even if they taste disgusting).

After finally losing her tooth, Rosalía is faced 
with one of the most detestable foods ever 
seen: vegetables. She craved croquettes 
and chips, but no: today mom has decided 
to prepare the disgusting beans. How will 
you, how will Rosalía, get to the part of the 
most exciting part of the meal? It will take 
a heavy toll... or maybe not so much.

With a fun text written in verse, young 
readers (and the older ones too) will smile 
with complicity while learning about the 
adventures of the ingenious Rosalía.

Rosalía And The Vegetables That She Did Not Eat

+4
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Desirée Acevedo
B de Blok, March 2023
Hardcover, 240 x 250 mm, 48 pp

The Easter holidays are here and, 
with them, the character most loved 
by boys and girls: The Easter Bunny!

The exchange and adaptation of traditions is 
a recurring phenomenon with which our sons 
and daughters become more and more familiar 
every year. Halloween is a clear example, and 
the Easter bunny follows in the same path. 

This tender character has won the hearts of 
boys and girls, and on this occasion, we have 
the caring hand of Desirée Acevedo, author of 
Seeds (close to 6,000 copies sold), to tell an 
irresistible story about the Easter bunny with 
its delicious chocolate eggs and the wonderful 
friends who live in the forest with him.

The Easter Bunny and The Chocolate Forest

+4

Also by the author:

Shia Green Author

Emilia Ibáñez Lissèn Illustrator

Molino, November 2022
Hardcover, 215 x 245 mm, 64 pp

How many stories are left before 
christimas? Count down the days 
to the holidays with these twenty-
four wonderful stories that will make 
you dream of Christmas magic and 
spending time with loved ones.

A magnificent collection of short stories 
in an Advent calendar format perfect for 
sharing with the whole family. Delve into 
the world of naughty goblins, boys and 
girls with dreams, a butterfingered Santa 
Claus and adorable little animals.

•  Stories full of humor and tenderness 
 that can be read in two minutes.

  Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  

Countdown to Christmas
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The Intrepids

Elsa Punset Author

Rocío Bonilla Illustrator

Beascoa, November 2020
Hardcover, 218 x 210 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: China (Beijing Baby-Cube), 
Greece (Pedio), Italy (Brioschi), Poland 
(Mamania) and Ukraine (Kalamar) 

A useful tool for children and parents 
to explore their own emotions.

The Intrepids are Alexia, Tasi and their dog Rocky. 
Together with the emotions coach, the seagull 
Florestán, each night they face fun and frenzied 
challenges that will help them learn how to handle 
their emotions: in other words, give them names, 
calm them down and transform them.

   Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!   

Elsa Punset, specialist in Emotional Intelligence, 
combines in this collection adventures for children 
to enjoy with the workshop of emotions, in which 
the whole family will discover clues and resources 
to improve their emotional intelligence.

#5 Sadness #6 Happiness, Optimism #7 Jealousy #8 Creativity

#2 Self-esteem #3 Social Skills, Teamwork #4 Anger And Tantrums#1 Fear

+200,000
copies sold!

+4ROCÍO BONILLA

Rocío Bonilla
Beascoa, April 2017
Hardcover, 280 x 230 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: China (Hangzhou Zhuochuang), 
France (Père Fouettard), German (Ellermann), 
Italy (Brioschi), Portgual (Booksmile), Slovenia 
(Drustvo Mohorjeva Druzba) and Turkey (ABM 
Yayınevi) 

A delightful, tender and humorous 
story – beautifully illustrated 
– that encourages children to 
think and act for themselves.

An extraterrestrial boy arrives at Tomas’s 
school as an exchange student. The experi-
ences they share lead to some very amusing 
situations, while highlighting the different 
perspectives of their two cultures. The al-
ien asks Tomas about this strange behavior. 
Why this? Why that? That’s the way things 
have always been! Although... couldn’t Tomas 
change things if he put his mind to it?

My Alien Friend

One Big Family

Elisenda Roca Author

Rocío Bonilla Illustrator

Beascoa, May 2019
Hardcover, 245 x 280 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: German (Ellermann), Greece 
(Mikros Iros), Italy (Brioschi), Netherlands 
(De Vier Windstreken) and Portugal (Jacaranda)

Join us on our trip through 
this neighbourhood filled 
with all kinds of families! 

The big day has arrived. Violeta and her 
friends are helping to organize the big neigh-
bourhood party. All the local families are 
collaborating by bringing objects or lending 
a hand with the decorating to make sure that 
everything is ready and perfect for the party. 

•  An amusing story that reflects on friendship, 
commitment, generosity and cooperation.

  Eligibles for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  
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Anna Llenas
Lumen Ilustrados, November 2021
Hardcover, 230 x 278 mm, 64 pp
Rights sold: France (Glénat), Italy (Gribaudo), 
Portugal (PRHGE)

We’re all born with a jewel within us. 
It’s our internal me, our essence, the 
most precious things we possess.

As we grow up, the world makes us look out-
ward, rather than inward at our own needs, 
emotions, reflections… and slowly, we lose 
our connection to our inner jewel.
Because no matter how many times we stumble, 
make a mistake or mess up, we shouldn’t forget 
that if we have our inner jewel, we’ll never be 
alone; we’ll have ourselves for company.

 2nd edition!
• A crossover book for adults and children who want 

to understand the importance of self-care in order 
to learn and transmit those values at any age.

  Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  

The Inner Jewel
20,000

copies sold!

AAANNA LLENAS

Void
50,000

copies sold!
Anna Llenas
Lumen Ilustrados, September 2021
Hardcover, 230 x 278 mm, 84 pp
Translated into 10 languages

A spectacular picture book that has already 
reached over 50,000 readers. A key topic: 
the value of self-understanding and knowing 
how to find the essence inside ourselves.

Julia is a normal girl who lives at the top of a big hill in 
a small house in an average-sized town. Her life was 
quiet and happy until, one day, it fell apart, and she was 
left with nothing but emptiness. She tried to fill it in a 
thousand different ways, with lots of different things. 
But nothing rid her of that empty feeling… Until one day, 
she heard a voice that changed her perspective. That’s 
where the secret lay. In the words of the author, “Void is 
a book that talks to us about resilience, or the ability to 
overcome adversity and find the hidden meaning inside.”

• The perfect companion book for The Inner Jewel 
which has reached over 10,000 readers.

  Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!   
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63,000
copies sold!

Anna Llenas
Lumen, November 2021
Hardcover, 270 x 270 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: English, French, German, 
Italian and Portuguese

When Little Mole wakes up… there’s 
no peace for anyone! He loses things. 
He can’t sit still for a single second. 
They have all kinds of words to describe 
him: restless, hyperactive, nervous, 
annoying, impulsive… His parents are 
worried. His teachers are desperate.

Everything is peaceful in the forest until Little 
Mole wakes up. It’s hard for him to pay attention, 
he doesn’t do his homework, and he forgets stuff, 
loses things, breaks fragile objects… even the 
other kids are sick of poor Mole! It has been days 
since anyone has wanted to play with him… The 
adults say a lot of stuff about him: that he’s very 
nervous, good for nothing, a weirdo… But one 
day, his parents take him to have a class with the 
Forest Fairy. Will Little Mole manage to change 
his “labels”? And most important of all: will he 
be able to finish his class project on time?

• Available in hardback, as a board book,
 or as an activity book!

Little Mole

+4ANNA LLENAS



My First Positive Routines

Growing Up to Be...Happy 1 & 2

Anna Morató Author

Laura Estrada Illustrator 

Beascoa, October 2022
Hardcover, 180 x 210 mm, 20 pp 
Right sold: Italy (Sonda), Korea (Cheon-moon-jang) 
and Turkey (Pegasus)

If we ask kids what they want to be when 
they grow up, we expect answers like: 
‘fire-fighter’, ‘football player’, ‘doctor... 
But shouldn’t we be teaching them to 
also say they want to be... happy?

Being happy is actually... learning to appreciate what 
we have, having goals and dreams and the confi-
dence to achieve them. A kids’ book with six stories 
about emotions and learning to manage them. 

• One of the top 15 bestselling books series in Spain 
since its publication.
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I Believe In You

Anna Morató Author

Brenda Figueroa, Marina Pérez, 
Mape Illustrators

Beascoa, November 2020
Hardcover, 220 x 206 mm, 128 pp

A new book of six illustrated stories by 
Anna Morató, author of the children’s 
bestseller Growing Up To Be… Happy. 

I Believe In You looks at important subjects such 
as boredom, critical thinking, resoluteness, pa-
tience, and the value of things through fictional 
stories and simple but potent metaphors.

This book is an invitation to parents and chil-
dren alike to have an important conversation 
about the bonds that bring us together.

• Each story examines an everyday situation 
readers can identify with. 

The Moon’s Tale

Anna Morató Author

Xavier Bonet Illustrator

Beascoa, October 2021
Hardcover, 230 x 300 mm, 32 pp

A story to help you achieve 
whatever you set out to do.

“Why can we see the moon sometimes, even 
though it’s still daytime? César can’t find 
answers to these questions, so his mother de-
cides to explain it to him using a beautiful fable 
about the magic we have within ourselves, and 
how it helps us make decisions without letting 
anyone tell us what we are or aren’t capable of.

Anna Morató Author

Marina Martin Illustrator

Beascoa, October 2022
Hardcover, 180 x 210 mm, 20 pp 

Because being happy doesn’t just mean being 
happy when things are going well. Short 
stories that will help you create a positive 
atmosphere at home and prepare for the future.

In this new compilation of stories, Anna Morató speaks 
to a younger audience through two new stories in the 
perfect format for smaller hands: cardboard. 

In Positive Language Marta, Mateo and his parrot 
Isidoro, will explain to us that there are beautiful words 
and ugly words and we must use them correctly to 
express emotions and communicate with others.
In Self-esteem, 6 sentences will be hidden in a box, 
they explain very important things to be happier 
and boost our self-esteem.

360,000 
copies sold!
in print format!
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The Witch Who Didn’t 
Want to Be a Princess
Rights sold: 
France (Elcy Éditions)By the same author: 

The Serene Forest

Hugo’s Armor

Susanna Isern Author

David Sierra Listón Illustrator

Beascoa, February 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 240 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: France (Elcy Éditions)

The latest book from the creative 
duo that gave us The Witch Who 
Didn’t Want to Be a Princess.

An original picture book about highly 
sensitive people.

Hugo, like all children, is both special and normal. 
What makes him special is his ability to see, hear and 
feel with greater intensity. If someone else is happy, 
Hugo laughs; but if someone else feels bad, Hugo 
gets sad. This hypersensitivity is a problem for Hugo, 
and he tries to solve it by putting on a set of armor.
But when you close yourself off, you miss 
out on some of the best parts of life.

•  Susanna Isern has published 50 children’s
 books and sold over 120,000 copies.

SUSANNA ISERN+6 SUSANNA ISERN

The Witch Who Didn’t Want a Broom

Susanna Isern Author

David Sierra Listón Illustrator

Beascoa, March 2023
Hardcover, 280 x 240 mm, 48 pp

The unique Petra of the Tornados 
returns in an original and fun new 
installment of The Witch Who 
Didn’t Want to Be a Princess with 
a powerful protagonist, and a 
vindictive and forceful ending.

The famous witch Petra of the Tornados 
participates, along with a bunch of other 
witches, in a talent show that takes place in the 
Luna Mansion. The winner will be chosen by 
the magician Linus and live under his tutelage 
as his apprentice. What a fantastic opportunity! 
The magician Linus is an exceptional being, but 
when Petra is chosen, she will discover that not 
everything is as it seems, and that broomsticks 
are not always so full of possibilities.

+6
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Raquel Díaz Reguera
Lumen Ilustrados, November 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 240 mm, 72 pp

The dreamer family, the Sunday family, 
the long-distance family… Every 
kind of family has a place in this new 
picture book by Raquel Díaz Reguera.

With her trademark illustrations and wonderful 
writing, Raquel Días Reguera brings all kinds of 
families to life in this new book, Families from A 
to Z. Welcoming families, Sunday families, and 
dreamer families are all depicted inside. All of 
them unique and different, but all full of love. A 
fantastic picture book for reading with the fam-
ily or giving as a gift; parents and children alike 
will see themselves reflected in one or several of 
the families featured in these pages.

Because there are as many families as there are 
ways of being, and in the end, love is all that 
matters.

• Another addition to the series that includes 
Grannies From A to Z and Grandpas from A 
to Z, this time putting all the members of the 
family in the spotlight.

 

Families from A to Z

RAQUEL DÍAZ REGUERA +6

When Girls Fly High 
November 2012
Rights sold: South Korea, Italy, 
Japan and Poland

Girls Will Be What They Want 
to Be
October 2018
Rights sold: South Korea and 
Poland

Violeta & Co. Change the 
World
March 2021
Rights sold: Italy (Giralangolo), 
Korea (Whale Story Publishing)

Also by the author:

We Only Get One Mother
November 2022
Rights sold: Complex and 
Simplified Chinese, Italy, Poland

Grannies From A to Z
November 2012
Rights sold:
Italy, Brazil, China and Poland

Grandpas from A to Z
October 2015
Rights sold: Poland

A Guide To Grandmas
November 2015

124,100 
copies sold 
of her books!
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Tales To Read In Two

Eloy Moreno Author

Pablo Zerda Illustrator

Nube de Tinta, September 2022
Hardcover, 265 x 230 mm, 48 pp
Rights sold: Basque (Denonartean) and 
Turkey (Pegasus)

The picture book edition of Eloy 
Moreno’s Invisible, the best-selling 
children’s book in Spain in 2020.

•  Invisible (a children’s bestseller with 
 over 200,000 copies sold in Spain) for 
 the smallest among us, in a special 
 format for the Tales to Tell in Two series.
 
Eloy Moreno, star author: Eloy’s books have 
sold 600,000 copies in Spain, 150,000 of 
which were for Invisible, which is currently 
on its 35th edition!

Together
The summer has arrived, and Ben cannot wait 
to try out the town’s new swimming pool. On 
his way there, he meets all kinds of characters 
who join him on his adventure: they are all very 
keen to get to the pool...! But perhaps this time, 
they will have to learn that the most important 
thing is not the destination, but rather all the 
things that you learn along the way. 

I Want It All
A delightful story in which Víctor heads off 
on vacation with his parents and, thanks to a 
housing swap, learns the advantage of sharing 
with others. The same Víctor who wouldn’t 
let anyone touch his toys—not even his little 
brother—learns that generosity is one of life’s 
greatest joys.

Invisible

F O R  F I C T I O N

+52,000 
copies sold of 

the series!
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Catalina González Vilar Author

Toni Galmés Illustrator

B de Blok, January 2021
Hardcover, 150 x 215 mm, 96 pp

The best stories are the ones 
that happen underground…

A new series for early readers with the spirit 
of the great classics of children’s literature: 
talking animals, forests and villages full of 
life, tiny little houses, and much more!

• A series for first readers, emphasizing values 
such as diversity, care for nature, care for 

 biodiversity, and love among family and friends.
 +9.000 copies sold of the series!

   Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  

The Underground Cottage

#6 Let The Show Start!

#5 The Grandpas’ Visit

Previous title in the collection:

+9,000 
copies sold of 

the series!
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Bubble Max 

#6 Bubble Max: The End of the World

The Haematocritic Author

Santy Gutiérrez Illustrator

B de Blok, October 2022
Softcover, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp
Rights sold: Basque (Mezular)

Max Burbuja is nine years old and has 
very little free time. He’s an only child, 
an only grandchild, an only everything. 

He’s sensitive and spontaneous, if a little 
clumsy. Everyone on the playground, especially 
the bigger kids, are saying that the end of the 
world is coming. Suddenly, Max and his crew 
are wracked by existential crises and doubts 
they’d never had before. Will Bubble Max 
survive the pressure of the end of the world? 

• An entertaining, irreverent series in the same 
vein as The Chronicles of Little Nicolas. 

• A modern story of families dealing with 
divorce, new parents and the relationships 
between parents, children and friends.

Last title of 
Max Bubble 

series!

Previous title in the collection:

Pedro Mañas Author

Carlos Lluch Illustrator

Beascoa, April 2023
Hardcover, 170 x 240 mm, 128 pp

Become a detective with best-selling 
writer Pedro Mañas and his new 
book of stories starring the Picard 
detectives! Do you sign up to solve 
the most difficult mysteries?

Everyone believes that Mr Picard is the best 
detective in town, but they are wrong. Every 
night, Picard comes home to tuck in and read 
a story to his seven-year-old daughter Ágata. 
But Ágata is not just any girl. She doesn’t want 
to be read to, not at all! She wants to read his 
father’s cases... and solve them from her bed!
Help Ágata and Detective Picard solve 
them by looking for clues in the illustra-
tions. Five tales, five of the most difficult 
mysteries. Do you sign up to solve them?

Tales To Read With A Magnifying Glass
By Detective Picard

+6
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Bilina’s WorldThe Teacher

Victoria Bayona Author

Cristian Bernardini Illustrator

Alfaguara I&J, February 2023
Softcover, 135 x 195 mm, 144 pp

With good shares of suspense and 
intrigue, Victoria Bayona crosses 
the daily life of the school with 
the universe of science fiction. 
And all because of the teacher!

There’s something strange about the new 
teacher. She is kind, attentive and has everyone 
captivated with his perfect smile... To everyone 
except Francisco, that he is convinced that 
her attitude is just a appearance and that 
hides a mystery. But, Why does her gaze 
change every time she sees him? What are you 
looking for? What Fran does not imagine is
revealing that secret contains a great danger
and it can take him really far...

Cristian Palacios Author

Candela Insua Illustrator

Alfaguara I&J, March 2023
Softcover, 135 x 195 mm, 128 pp

Fantasy and terror come together 
in this novel by Cristian Palacios 
with a very disturbing but adorable 
protagonist who faces the difficult task 
of growing up in a world that, many 
times, can be incomprehensible.

Bilina doesn’t like adults, neither children. She hates 
being given flowers if they are not poisoned, she is 
annoyed by the compact mass of cries and screams 
in the school bus. But if there is something she really 
can’t stand is being told what she can NOT do. Because 
Bilina likes to be the way she is and see the world in her 
own way. Especially when she is in her room-laboratory 
between formulas, carnivorous tarantulas and bats, 
hatching elaborate plans to destroy the world.
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Con buenas cuotas de suspenso e intriga, 
Victoria Bayona cruza la vida cotidiana 
de la escuela con el universo de la ciencia 
ficción. ¡Y todo por culpa de la maestra!

Hay algo extraño en la nueva maestra. 
Es amable, atenta y tiene a todos cautivados con 
su sonrisa perfecta... A todos menos a Francisco, 
que está convencido de que su actitud es solo una 
apariencia y que esconde un misterio. Si no, 
¿por qué su mirada se transforma cada vez que lo ve? 
¿Qué es lo que busca? Lo que Fran no imagina es 
que develar ese secreto encierra un gran peligro 
y puede llevarlo verdaderamente lejos…

penguinlibros.com
@penguinaulaar

                              Ilustrado por CRISTIAN BERNARDINI 
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Cristian Palacios

MUNDO
BILINA

 A Bilina no le gustan los adultos, tampoco 
los niños. Odia que le regalen flores si no están 
envenenadas, le fastidian las telenovelas, las 
vecinas charlatanas y la masa compacta de llantos 
y gritos en el micro escolar. Pero si hay algo que 
realmente no soporta es que le digan lo que NO 
puede hacer. Porque a Bilina le gusta ser como es 
y ver el mundo a su manera. Especialmente cuando 
está en su cuarto-laboratorio entre fórmulas, 
hechizos y pociones, tarántulas carnívoras 
y murciélagos, tramando complicadísimos 
planes para destruir el mundo.

La fantasía y el terror se dan cita en esta novela de 
Cristian Palacios de la mano de un personaje tan 

inquietante como adorable, que se 
enfrenta a la difícil tarea de crecer 
en un mundo que, muchas veces, 
puede resultar incomprensible.

ISBN 978-987-738-238-9
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Stranger Kids

Isaac Palmiola Author

Camilo Coreas Illustrator

Montena, June 2023
Hardcover, 150 x 230 mm, 160 pp

And you, what would you do if 
you remained without parents 
for 24 hours? Stranger Kids, the 
new series by Isaac Palmiola.

Mery and Dani, two very curious twins, are new 
to the town and that can only mean one thing: 
you have to investigate everything! Luckily, 
Abdel has been living there for a few years now 
and he can tell you all the secrets of that place.
A series of adventures, mysteries and 
fun full of hilarious illustrations so that 
children discover a love of reading. With 
simple and entertaining stories with which 
the little ones will have a great time.

#1 24 Hours Without Parents

Sherdog Holmes

Isaac Palmiola Author

Núria Aparicio Illustrator

Montena, May 2023
Hardcover, 140 x 215 mm, 96 pp
Rights sold: Greece (Dioptra), Italy (Salani), 
Japan (Hayakawa),  Lithuania (Alma Littera), 
Norway (Figenschou), Turkey (Timas)

It smells of mystery here... two new 
cases for the funniest and most 
animalistic detective: Sherdog Holmes!

After one last celebrity fling, the Mysery Club detec-
tives want more: on their newest case, they’re going 
to surround themselves with influencers! A top event 
for TikTokers has been organized, but they have all 
disappeared! Where have they gone? Luckily, there 
is no case that Julia and Diego resist and this time 
they are not willing to make it different. Will they 
manage to solve a mystery as strange as it is viral?

   Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!   

#18 Lights, Camera…. Investigation!

#19 The Most Virtual Mystery Previous titles in the collection:

+205,000
copies sold of 

the series!
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Shiver Camp

Luis Ponce Author

Miguel Delicado Illustrator

Alfaguara I&J, July/October 2023
Hardcover, 160 x 240 mm, 160 pp

A new collection of mystery, 
laughter, and a wee bit scary: Spend 
the summer at Shiver Camp!

Paula, Noah and Max have gone to a summer 
camp to overcome all kinds of fears. Although 
everyone has their phobias and their problems, 
soon they will unite against one: the monster 
that lives on the other side of the fence.
Together, they must organize a spec-
tacular escape to unlock the secrets of 
the camp, overcome their fears and, 
perhaps, return home in one piece.

• Glow in the dark stamping on the cover!
• #2 There’s A Monster Indoors coming soon!

#1 There’s A Monster Out There

8,000 initial 
print run!

4
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El casO de la casa
con ruedas

penguinlibros.com

Cuando sus padres no están, siempre les pasan cosas 
raras a Ulises, Nora y Bruno Misterio. Cosas muy muy 

raras. Por suerte tienen a Bobo, un perro que habla 
y al que, cuando encuentra una pista, ¡le pita la nariz!

Los Misterio han hecho un descubrimiento alucinante: ¡su 
casa tiene ruedas y pueden viajar en ella para ir en busca de 

sus padres! Aunque pronto les salpicará un nuevo caso que los 
llevará de cabeza a un parque acuático lleno de secretos…

¿Resolverán los Misterio este caso?

¡REsuelve los casos más divertidos 
con los hermanos Misterio!

SECRETOS, 
RISAS Y

DETECTIVES...
¿TE UNES AL

CLUB?

   ISBN: 978-84-19191-82-3
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AL91823_CAZAMISTERIOS_4.indd   Todas las páginasAL91823_CAZAMISTERIOS_4.indd   Todas las páginas 27/1/23   13:2927/1/23   13:29#4 The Case of the House On Wheels

The Mystery Hunters

Patrícia García-Rojo Author

Damián Zain Illustrator

Alfaguara I&J, March 2023
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp

A hilarious new case in the unisex series 
for early readers. Secrets, laughter and 
detectives. Do you join the Club?

Ulises’s parents, Nora and Bruno Misterio travel 
a lot. When they are not there, the Mystery 
Mansion, the haunted house in which they live, 
takes care of them and sees to it that they are 
well. They also have Bobo, their loyal talking dog 
(who you only understand if you are a Mystery). 
When Bobo finds a clue, his nose blows!
When the Mysteries discover a map that leads to 
their parents, they also discover that their house 
has wheels and they can ride on it! But, when 
they stop on their way, they run into a problem: a 
box full of abandoned kittens. What relationship 
do they have with the local water park?

Previous titles in the collection: 
#1 The Case of the Missing Pets 
#2 The Case of the Phantom Thief
#3 The Case of the Witch’s Train

Magic, 
Mystery and 

Humor!
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Devour Mysteries

Celia Añó Author

Arancha Fouz Illustrator

Molino, May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 137 x 203 mm, 176 pp

Join the Devour Mysteries Club! 
An interactive adventure with a lot of 
humor and full of enigmas to solve.

#1. Join Héctor, Vicky and Livia to investigate 
a mysterious mansion. The Mystery Eaters are 
determined to find out if it’s haunted or just 
a hoax. But… what are those strange noises? 
Has that shadow moved? And why are there so 
many doors everywhere?! It seems that some-
thing much weirder than they expected is going 
on here, so… they are going to need your help!
Take the magnifying glass and the notebook, 
become a detective and solve incredible 
puzzles of the infinite mansion with them.
Only you can help them!

#2. This time, Héctor, Vicky and Livia have 
gotten into quite a bit of trouble: they have 
sneaked into the school to find out if it 
is haunted! His new supernatural friends 
have joined the investigation, but... what 
are those strange drawings that are every-
where? And where did that fish-faced boy 
come from? And that’s a troll?! It seems that 
this school is much rarer than they thought, 
so… they will need your help again!
Grab the magnifying glass and the notebook, 
become a detective and solve the incredible 
riddles of the cursed school with them.

#2 The Cursed School

#1 The Infinite Mansion

Daniela Divertiguay Author

Cristina Gómez Illustrator

Montena, September 2022
Hardcover, 150 x 215 mm, 144 pp

The fourth installment of the 
Daniela Divertiguay Mystery Series: 
Daniela and her friends are going 
on a trip but… mystery and magic 
follow them wherever they go!

Welcome back to the wild and wonderful 
adventures of Daniela Divertiguay! There are 
more mysteries, but this time, Daniela won’t 
solve them at the world’s most chaotic high 
school. This time, Daniela joins her two best 
friends, Lola and Andrea, on a trip with their 
families, where they encounter witches, magic, 
a mysterious woman, and a sinister forest. 
Who is hiding in the outskirts of the city, and 
why does everything turn magical on a daily 
basis? A new mystery that’s 100% Daniela!

Daniela Divertiguay Mystery Series 

#4 The Mystery of the Forest

Previous titles in the collection:



Ansu Fati Author

Pablo Ballesteros Illustrator

Beascoa, November 2022
Hardcover, 140 x 202 mm, 96 pp

The third installment in the book 
series by Ansu Fati, Barça’s new #10.

Ansu can’t believe it, he got to train with Barça’s 
first string! Things seem to be going well for the 
young footballer. There are rumors they might 
put him in the next game… But if he doesn’t turn 
in his class paper, they won’t let him play. Will he 
make it to the game? What about the paper? Ansu 
Fati is the youngest and most promising player in 
Fútbol Club Barcelona, and Goalscorer is his first 
series of chapter books for his youngest fans.
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Fried Chicken and the Emerald Thief

Pollofrito Author

Alberto Inocente Illustrator

Montena, February 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 230 mm, 160 pp

Can there be anything more fun 
than a chicken that is a gamer? 
We introduce you to Fried Chicken.

Someone is stealing precious emeralds! But the 
worst thing is that everyone believes that Chicken is 
the thief! When they lock him up with his pet, Frito, 
he thinks it’s the end. They know they are now the 
most wanted thieves but they will have to prove 
that they are not the culprits, and there will only be 
one way to do it: find the real emerald thief.

Pollofrito is a gamer specialized in Minecraft who 
uploads videos of challenges and tricks of the game, 
always loaded with a very characteristic absurd 
humor. He has 2.14 million subscribers on the plat-
form and +300,000 on his secondary channel.

Ansu Fati Goalscorer

#3 Goalscorer: You’re In!

#1 The First Final #2 Champions Clash

Official 
Ansu Fati’s

Series
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Kat Karateka and The Enchanted Jade

#3 The Enchanted Jade

#2 The Great Fight

Juan Carlos Bonache,
Sandra Sánchez Authors

Inés Masip Illustrator

Beascoa, February 2023
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 201 mm, 128 pp

Have fun and learn at the same time 
with Kat, the karate-fighting cat, and 
her friends from the Kata Club!

In this third installment, Kat and her friends 
from the Kata Club will have to live with their 
Komodo rivals in the Ki dojo, where they have 
been invited to take an intensive course by 
none other than the legendary karate master 
Goshi. A very old walrus who, according to the 
legends, has in his hands the Enchanted Jade, a 
stone that contains all the wisdom of karate. It 
turns whoever owns it into the wisest and most 
powerful karateka of all. Kat and her friends 
will learn at the end of the adventure that there 
are no magic formulas to become very good at 
something. But perhaps the legend is truer than 
we think!

• Kat Karateka is perfect for introducing 
 early readers to solo reading.
• Sandra Sánchez, co-author, is a gold 

medalist and the number-one Spanish 
karateka in global rankings. 

• Full of Karate Tips from World 
 Champion Sandra Sánchez!

  Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  

+7

Pau Clua
Molino, November 2021
Hardcover, 145 x 210 mm, 192 pp

A team of very particular athletes 
who won’t stop making you 
laugh! Join the Kimono Team! 
Together we are unbeatable!

A judoka who’s as short as she is brave, 
a brilliant karateka, a hilarious boy who 
practices taekwondo, a very smart fencer, 
and a very handsome capoeira fighter 
take a trip to Japan. Is this the setup for a 
joke? No! It’s the latest Fighting Sardines 
adventure! There will be mysteries 
to solve, dangerous competitions, an 
incredible country to discover, and most 
of all… amazingly fun adventures!

Kimono Team

#1 The Quarreling Sardines Attack

#2 Let’s Go to Japan!

27

Una vez recitada esa especie de canción, más parecida 

a un rap o una canción de trap que a un lema deportivo, los 

profesores y los alumnos realizaron una breve inclinación 

de cabeza y de cuerpo, en señal de saludo y de respeto, y 

empezaron a distribuirse por las diferentes clases, situa-

das en el primer piso. ¡Cuántos nervios!
La emoción era tan intensa que más de uno y de dos se 

equivocaron de vestuario y otros tuvieron problemas con 

sus novísimos e inmaculados uniformes.

La primera clase en empezar fue la de capoeira. 
Como su ropa deportiva consta solamente de camiseta y 

Previous titles in the collection:

#1 The Kata Club
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Maximo Squad Author

Betosaurio Illustrator

Montena, March 2023
Hardcover, 150 x 230 mm, 192 pp

Arta Game has an epic mission: to 
save the Earth from the apocalypse.

Arta Game managed to save himself from the 
apocalypse and some strange invasions thanks 
to his friends, his ingenuity... and a little luck. 
This time, it’s not just about escaping; it’s about 
understanding who’s behind it all: a ton of alien 
ships have appeared on Earth! How will Arta 
and her friends survive and save the planet 
from the ultimate alien?

Are you ready to live together with Arta Game 
his most epic mission so far?

• Over 3,7M followers on YouTube and more 
than 350M views.

Maximo Squad Author

Betosaurio Illustrator

Montena, May 2023
Hardcover, 150 x 230 mm, 160 pp

Arta has gathered his entire 
squad to live the most epic and 
mysterious adventures... Do you 
dare with the ultimate squad?

Strange things have been happening in class 
lately. And not things like Arta failing an exam, 
or Nakar being grounded. Mysterious things: 
Exams have disappeared, noises are heard near 
the bathrooms... there are even people who 
claim to have seen a ghost. Legend has it that 
a long time ago a boy disappeared from school 
and has never been seen again. And if it’s him?

The Ultimate Squad is determined to find an-
swers and will not stop until they discover the 
whole truth... 

ARTA Game ARTA Ultimate Squad

#1 Mystery In The Cursed School#3 Arta Against The Ultimate Alien

Arta series:
#1 Arta In The Ultimate Apocalypse
#2 Arta In The Ultimate Invasion
#3 Arta Against The Ultimate Alien

+80,000
copies sold of 

the series!
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The Dragon Of The Letters

BEGOÑA ORO

Begoña Oro
Beascoa, February / May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 210 mm, 48 pp

We present Ramón, the dragon of 
letters, the new character from Beascoa 
who will accompany the little ones in 
their first autonomous readings.

Ramón is a dragon cub, with a dragon tail, dragon jaws, 
dragon horns and dragon wings. But there is something 
that it does not have: it is not capable of breathing fire. 
Every time he tries, instead of fire, a letter comes out.
But what if with the letters he manages to live a lot 
of adventures and solve all kinds of problems?

• A phenomenal collection for early readers. 
• This series of books is designed to capture 

readers who are avid for good stories. Each book 
contains a story, written in capital letters and 
with very musical and even rhyming texts.

#2 The Reckless Lion Does Not Score #3 A Goblin, A Dragon And A Problem... 
With A Solution?

#1 Ana, The Dragon And The Hoover Cloud

+6



Begoña Oro Author 

Marta Masana Illustrator

Molino, November 2021
Hardcover, 155 x 232 mm, 208 pp

A few months ago, this publisher received two very 
different diaries. One told the story of a somewhat 
clumsy hero, and the other told the tale of a down-
on-his-luck supervillain. At first, the editors didn’t 
think they were worth publishing: both stories were 
exciting, but they were full of inexplicable, absurd 
scenarios. Until they realized something… the stories 
fit together! It would all make sense… if they published 
both diaries together! Start with whichever diary you 
want and discover an incredible story of good vs. evil!

• A fun novel in the form of two diaries that you 
 can start reading from the beginning or the end.

  Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  

Begoña Oro 
Molino, April 2021
Hardcover, 141 x 210 mm, 240 pp

Coco is just enrolled in a cooking contest for mon-
sters, called MonsterChef. Fortunately, the monster 
world isn’t so bad: it’s full of creatures of the night like 
wolf-kids, witches, zombies, and vampires, and their in-
gredients include things like dragon boogers, pus-filled 
cauliflower, and shrieking potatoes… Coco is in a bit of 
a tough situation, but that doesn’t mean he’s not going 
to try his best to be the greatest chef in the (monster) 
world. All he needs to succeed is for someone to tell 
him how to prepare dinner without dinner biting back!

Instructions for Taking Over the World (kind of) 
How to Save the World (by accident) 

MonsterChef
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BEGOÑA ORO+10

Mysteries To-Go 

Begoña Oro Author

Roger Zanni Illustrator

Molino, October 2022
Hardcover, 137 x 203 mm, 192 pp

Join the Pen Friends program, 
grab some paper and a pencil, 
and get ready for the fun to begin.

The house at 24 Pera Street is falling apart and 
the neighborhood is going to have to agree 
on how to repair the façade if they don’t want 
to risk hurting someone walking down the 
street. Falling pieces? Antique tiling? A show 
on the repairs that blows up among senior 
citizens? Anything is possible in the most 
exciting neighbor’s organization of all time! 

  Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  

#9 Watch Your Head

Previous titles in the collection:

+ 100,000 
copies sold of 

the series!

+10BEGOÑA ORO

#3 A Program in Danger!

Previous titles in the collection:
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Unicornia: #5 Some Camps Between The Clouds Unicorn Rescuers: #1 Journey To The Mermaids’ Land

Ana Punset Author

Diana Vicedo Illustrator

Montena, March 2023
Hardcover, 160 x 240 mm, 160 pp

Ana Punset’s most magical series... now even 
more incredible! Unicorn Rescuers, a new 
series based on the Unicornia universe.

Paula’s parents have been working as rescuers for years 
and their missions are getting longer and longer. While 
they are away, the notice arrives that they have sighted 
a lost unicorn in the land of mermaids and they must go 
for it as soon as possible. Paula has no way of contacting 
her parents, so why not go with her and her friends 
from Unicornia instead? This can’t be that hard, right?
However, dealing with mermaids is not as easy as she 
thought: they are curious, meddlesome, and a bit selfish 
creatures. In addition, in the sea there are not only cute 
animals and beautiful corals... there are also sharks and 
poisonous animals! Will they manage to reach the lost 
unicorn and return home before Paula’s parents arrive?

#3 A Magical Challenge#2 An Upside-Down 
Party

#1 Trouble With 
Glittery-Glittery

#4 Surprise Cupcakes

100,000 
copies sold 

of the series!

+7 +7

Ana Punset Author

Diana Vicedo Illustrator

Montena, May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp
Rights sold: Bulgaria (Timelines), Czech Republic 
(Albatros), France (Larousse), Greece (Metaixmio),
Italy (Mondadori), Portugal (PRHGE), Russia (Eksmo) 
and Serbia (Vulkan)

Fifth book of Unicornia, the city of unicorns: 
the most magical series by Ana Punset.

Unicornia is great: unicorns fly, amusement parks are 
magical, and now we’re going camping in the clouds! 
But what will happen if a storm arrives in full camps?

Unicornia is the perfect first reading series: magic, 
friendship, school... and unicorns! In each adventure the 
protagonists will learn new values   to grow in Unicornia.
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The League of the Zodiac 

Iguazel Serón Author

Mónica Cencerrado Illustrator

Molino, June 2022
Softcover, 155 x 232 mm, 208 / 224 pp
Rights sold: Russia (Eksmo)

Reveal the magic within you!

#1. Are you a magical girl too? Nana, Sofia, 
Alma and Zuri seemlike normal girls, but they 
hide the incredible power of the Zodiacwithin. 
Transformed into Aries, Libra, Leo and Cancer, 
the four friends will fight against danger-
ous creatures to save the world and find the 
rest of the girls chosen by the stars.Willthey 
manage to find them before it’s too late? 

#2. It hasn’t stopped raining for days and Nana, 
Sofia, Alma and Zuribegin to suspect that it might 
be due to the actions of the evil Eclipse. It’s time 
for the Zodiac League to take action! But their 
investigation has surprising results. Who is the 
mysterious figure behind the strange happen-
ings? Is she a magical girl? And could she be 
evil?! What is happening?! 

#2 The Mystery 
of Aquarius

#1 We Have the 
Power of the Stars! 

School of Secret Powers

César Mallorquí
Alfaguara I&J, March 2023
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp

A magical pet, a school of secret 
powers and a boy willing to live 
fantastic adventures.A new series of 
magic for boys and girls is here! 
By César Mallorquí, a bestselling author!

#1 Did you know that there are families that have 
secret connections with magical creatures? If 
you choose your own pet as a child, as happened 
to Áxel Zas, you can go to the Zenner School 
of Secret Powers, where you and your magical 
animal will learn everything there is to know 
about magic, adventure and friendship.

The only problem Áxel has now is passing the 
tests to get admitted to the school... and his 
magical pet doesn’t seem interested in helping 
him, does it? After all, it is a school full of 
mysteries... where every day is an adventure!

#2 Something very strange is happening, and 
it seems that Áxel has inadvertently gotten 
into the millenary conflict between the Zenner 
School and the magicians. With Thirteen 
worried about his safety, and an intruder at the 
school, will Áxel and his friends save the day?

#1 Cat Number 13

#2 The Magic Spell
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Burakkuberi Author

Lolita Aldea Illustrator

Montena, March 2022
Hardcover, 140 x 202 mm, 128 pp
Rights sold: France (Hachette), 
Italy (Mondadori), South Korea (Book21) and 
USA (Andrews McMeel)

The series for first readers which 
has the most manga and is the 
most fun: what could go wrong? 

Akira, Hiro and Naoko are triplets... and they 
can do magic! They can’t use their magic 
without permission, or their parents will force 
them to go to wizard school. The only problem 
is that the three of them are too curious to 
sit still and they always end up in trouble, 
especially if it’s their birthday... three at the 
same time! And each one wants to celebrate 
in two different places simultaneously. 
What will happen when the three of them 
triple up? Fun and mischief guaranteed! 

Sayonara Magic

#5 A Magical Party

Previous titles in the collection

Capria

Martina D’Antiochia
Montena, July 2022 / November 2022
Hardcover, 150 x 230 mm, 160 pp

Martina is back with a new series! 

In this new middle-grade series, Martina brings 
us to a magical world, a place where humans 
and fantastic creatures are separated by a se-
cret door. No one has the key. No one except for 
our protagonist. And, well, there’s someone else 
who doesn’t have a key but sure wants one: the 
wicked queen on the other side of the door.

#2 Now that Elena has discovered who she really 
is, she has a mission: she must return to Capria 
and free all her slaves. But getting it won’t be 
as easy as thought, because the queen will be 
willing to do anything to maintain her power...

#1 Now that Elena has learned who she really is, 

she has a mission: going back to Capria and freeing 
all of the wicked queen’s slaves. But achieving 
this won’t be as easy as she thought, because the 
queen will do anything to remain in power…

• The author, an unstoppable phenomenon:
 over 860,000 books sold!

#2 The Mystery Of The Key

#1 Awaken Your Magic
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Eva Millet Author

María Desden Illustrator

B de Blok, March 2022
Hardcover, 142 x 223 mm, 192 pp

Following the success of The Last Mermaid 
comes The Ice Mermaid, a stand-alone 
story of a magical world beneath the sea. 

With the melting of the poles, creatures that have 
remained hidden until now begin to intimidate the ice 
mermaids. Kiona, a little mermaid from the Antarctic, 
must set out on a journey to seek the help of other 
mermaids to fight against this terrible threat. Coral 
and Clara, the main characters of the first book, will 
not hesitate to join their new friend. Clara, after the 
incredible adventures she experienced last year, will 
get closer and closer to deciding if she herself wants 
to become a mermaid and stop being a child forever.

The Ice Mermaid

Also by the author:

The Last Mermaid
• Boolino Award 2018
• Rights sold: Italy (Gribaudo)

Saga by the author:

The Last Witch

Jara Santamaría
B de Blok, February 2023
Hardcover, 150 x 215 mm, 240 pp

The new series by Jara Santamaría, 
a middle grade fantasy full of magic 
with all the ingredients to repeat the 
success of The Gods of the North.

«The first time I felt the Magic, I felt a devastating 
force overwhelming me completely and changing 
my life in just an instant. I didn’t know it, but, from 
that moment, nothing was the same as before».

In a world on the verge of losing its magic, a proph-
ecy foretells that before this can happen, a Last 
Witch will rise from the troubled waters, carrying 
with her the key to rid magic of its destruction 
and offer it a new horizon of happiness. Hope.

Ingrid, a girl from our world travells to a par-
allel universe of fantasy and magic, where 
the geography of our country becomes 
the setting for incredible adventures.

#4 The Night Dragon#1 The Legend of 
the Forest

#2 The Weaver of 
Nightmares

#3 The Lost Lineage

+15,000 
copies sold! +100,000 

copies sold!

15,000 
copies in 

pre-order!
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A Wolf Inside My Name Is Goa

Miriam Tirado Author

Sheila de la Maza Illustrator

B de Blok, March 2023
Hardcover, 140 x 205 mm, 208 pp

Míriam Tirado, author of the success 
of The Invisible Thread, makes the leap 
to Middle Grade with a series set to 
become a benchmark for adolescence.

Goa is a girl like any other but, overnight, her 
world turns upside down. His parents are sepa-
rated! And, suddenly, she will have two houses, 
her father a new partner and she... a little brother! 
There are many things for a 12-year-old girl, who 
just wants to be with her friends, go to camps and 
take advantage of the little moments that they let 
her spend with the tablet to chat with the boy she 
likes. So when she has a moment, she shares her 
thoughts and emotions in a video diary that she 
records for herself. Because when you’re 12, it’s 
easy to think that no one can understand you... 
and that you wish life had an instruction manual.

Pedro Mañas
Nube de Tinta, March 2023
Hardcover, 140 x 205 mm, 208 pp

A story of bullying and ghosts from 
the point of view of the stalker, by the 
national best seller Pedro Mañas.

Eric is fifteen years old and has a tangle inside 
that he only knows how to express by scribbling 
notebooks with comics and cartoons. His studies 
are going badly for him, he has been the victim of 
bullying by several classmates and this is the third 
time he has been changed to another institute. 
So when his mother receives a summons from her 
new tutor the first week of school, she senses that 
her son’s nightmare is beginning all over again. 
However, and to everyone’s surprise, this time it 
is Eric who has started to harass his classmates. 
And maybe someone else, who will return from the 
afterlife to bring out the best and the worst in Eric.

• A new record of one of the most successful au-
thors of Spanish youth literature, with 300,000 
copies of his work sold.

16,000 
copies in 

pre-order!

+20,000 
copies in 

pre-order!
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María Menéndez-Ponte
Montena, June 2023
Softcover, 135 x 205 mm, 192 pp

They are unique. They are different. They are 
the Bravehearts Club! A series about living 
the best adventure of all: being yourself! 

#2 Kavinchi, Martina, Nico, and Lu didn’t have 
anything in common. Nothing, that is, except their 
intolerance for injustice. After fighting to save a class-
mate from bullying, they need to keep their eyes open: 
it seems like more bullies are lurking around every 
corner. But what happens when the new bully is Nico’s 
crush? Will the club manage to stay united through 
thick and thin? Thankfully, they sealed their friendship 
with a lifelong pact: they are The Bravehearts Club!

#1 Kavinchi is the opposite of Martina. He spends
all his evenings at the park with his dog and his
skate. She is never alone: her friends love her
for always being perfect, they even follow her
to History class! Lucía has never talked to Nico:
she already has her band even if she doesn’t
always feel well with them, and he doesn’t have
a minute to lose in such thoughts because he is
always training for the next basketball match.
Each of them has their own concerns, but when
strange things start happening at school they do not
hesitate: they must get united and find out what’s
going on. They are the Bravehearts Club!!

• Nongendered for twice the audience.

The Bravehearts Club

#3 Just The Way You Are

#2 You Can Count On Me

#1 No One Is Invisible

1M
sold books 
of the author’s 

work!

The Red Sneakers Club

Ana Punset Author

Paula González Illustrator

Montena, April 2021
Hardcover, 135 x 205 mm, 192 pp
Rights sold: Brazil (Companhia das Letras), 
France (Hachette), Germany (Boje), Italy (Nord 
Sud Edizioni), Lithuania (Alma Littera), 
Poland (ECZR), Portugal (PRH), 
Turkey (Epsilon), Ukrania (ECZR)

The second book in the young 
readers’ Red Sneaker Club series!

Frida has terrible news to share with Bea and 
Marta: she can’t go to summer camp like they’d 
planned! But the girls are willing to do anything 
to spend those two weeks in August togeth-
er… The Red Sneaker Club doesn’t surrender 
so easily! How will they achieve it? Discover 
the club’s latest adventures with Frida’s Diary. 
Now even younger children can discover this 
wonderful club and the value of true friendship. 

• The series The Red Sneakers Club 
 has sold over 500,000 copies!

#2 Frida’s Diary

#1 Lucía’s Diary

Brand 
extension!



Stories For Understanding The World

#3 Stories For Understanding The World

Eloy Moreno
B de Bolsillo, January 2020
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 215 mm, 176 pp
Rights sold: Turkey (Pegasus) and 
Basque (Denonartean)

For everyone who remains a 
child at heart, even if adults 
make them disguise it.

“The stories I present to you have shaped who I 
am in some way. They are small stories that have 
almost been lost, ones by great authors whose 
works I have decided to adapt to our times. I 
have adjusted characters, settings and language, 
but their essence remains the same: they help 
us understand the world”— Eloy Moreno

•  A compilation of popular tales for all readers.
•  The author of Invisible brings us a book of 

stories that has already sold 50,000 copies.
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ELOY MORENO+12

Illustrated edition – Invisible

Eloy Moreno
Nube de Tinta, February 2023
Hardcover, 217 x 267 mm, 320 pp

An unbeatable combination: Eloy 
Moreno, with more than 1M copies 
of his works sold, together with a 
first level illustrator, Ignasi Font.

• A new edition with full color illustrations and 
 a premium format.

Invisible

Nube de Tinta, November 2022
Softcover, 140 x 215 mm, 299 pp

Rights sold: Basque (Denonartean), China 
(Beijing Creative Art Times International Culture 
Communication Company), Italy (Mondadori), Korea 
(Safari), German (Fischer), Lithuania (Alma Littera), 
Macedonia (Antolog), Poland (Adamantan), Portugal 
(Presença), Russia (Eksmo), Serbia (Urban Reads), 
Turkey (Ayrinti Yayinlari) and Ukraine (Vivat) 

A novel that all of Moreno’s followers 
and the readers of Albert Espinosa, R.J. 
Palacio and John Green will love. 

A young adult crossover aimed at similar audi-
ences to Wonder, it is a touching novel about 
what it means to grow up, mature and over-
come emotional stress during childhood. 

•  Winner of the Premio Hache 2020, the 1st 
 Premio Yoleo and Italian Premio Cento 2021. 
•  Now available in Catalan. 
• Disney+ Series Adaptation.
•  Additional content!

500,000 
copies sold! 

ELOY MORENO +7

Previous titles in the collection:

Soon the Invisible Series by Disney+
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Iría G. Parente & Selene M. Pascual
Molino, September 2021
Softcover, 140 x 213 mm, 384 pp

Anne Shirley was born to tell stories. 
Maybe the time has come for her to 
live her own. A modern retelling of 
the classic Anne of Green Gables.

Anne Shirley has always dreamed of being a writer, 
and even if no one knows it, she already is one: 
online, Anne is known as Lady Cordelia, and her 
fanfic about The Mirror’s Knight, a TV show based 
on Arthurian legend, is adored by her fanbase. 
Only Diana, Anne’s best frien knows her secret.
At least until we meet Blythe, the new fanfic writer 
who manages to beat Anne’s readership record. Gilbert 
Blyth challenges Anne to face her insecurities and 
feelings, both for him and for her best friend Diana.

  Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant! 
     

Iría G. Parente & Selene M. Pascual Authors

Paulina Klime Illustrator

Molino, September 2021
Softcover, 140 x 213 mm, 384 pp
Rights sold: Russia (Ast)

A captivating “romantasy”that harkens 
back to Alice in Wonderland. A rewriting 
which was downloaded 12,000 times 
when it was first self-published!

Dani is a normal girl until a book swallowed her up 
and brought her to Albion, a dimension governed by 
a noble class that imposes their own rules. A world in 
which visitors like her are mere servants at the ruling 
class’s mercy. Marcus is the heir to the Abberlain family 
and the only person with the ability to take Dani back 
home. One false step, and the life Marcus could come 
tumbling down. When Dani and Marcus cross paths, 
they will make the hierarchy of Albion shudder.

Anne, No Filter

Paper Petals

IRIA & SELENE +14

Iría G. Parente & Selene M. Pascual Authors

Pandrea Illustrator

Molino, March 2023
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 213 mm, 384 pp

After the success of Anne, No Filter, 
Iria and Selene publish a retelling of 
The Wizard of Oz set in the 
world of boy bands.

Dorothy Gale has been lost since her twin brother, 
Theo died, and with him the dream of dedicating 
themselves to music together. But Dottie has a chance 
to be part of a music group if she impersonates 
Theo. The idea seems good until she meets his 
bandmates: Raven, the actor with a reputation for 
being an airhead; Leo, the TikTok star, and Val, who 
only thinks of reaching the top. Together they plan 
to sweep the music world like a hurricane, but...

Iría G. Parente & Selene M. Pascual
Nube de Tinta, September 2020
Softcover, 140 x 213 mm, 224 pp
Rights sold: China (White Horse), 
Latvia (Zvaigzne ABC), Romania (SC Editura Casa), 
Serbia (Odiseja), Slovakia (Albatros), 
South Korea (Bomnamu) and Turkey (Timas)

A profound and moving story 
on a current issue: depression 
in young people.

A day like any other, in the night, Alma finds her 
room in total darkness. This has never happened 
before, a little strip of light always filters through, 
from some lamp in the house or a streetlight out-
side. It is that night when Alma meets the first of the 
monsters that lives under her bed, who tells her that 
it is not the only one, but that also she must not fear 
them, rather the world; they are there to protect her.

Alma and the Seven Monsters

We Will Be The Hurricane
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SUSANA RUBIO

LoveInApp

The Luna Sisters

Susana Rubio
Montena, September/November 2022
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416 pp

Susana Rubio is back with LoveInApp, 
a new YA romance series!

Four friends decide to create an app for finding 
love, but in the process, love surprises them: 
Vera has been going out with her boyfriend 
Andrés for three years, but then Alejandro 
shows up and things get complicated. Adriadna 
and Max are Vera’s best friends, but sometimes 
they have secrets between them. LoveInApp 
brings the four together in a surprising way. 

Susana Rubio
Montena, March/June 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416 pp

After the overwhelming success of the 
LoveInApp saga, Susana Rubio returns 
with a new duology that will make you fall 
in love and captivate you until the end.

#1 A Sky Full Of Clouds
The story of four sisters between the ages of 
14 and 21 who live in a village in the middle of 
the forest near San Sebastián. The sisters, who 
live with their father, are scarred by the death 
of their mother in a traffic accident when they 
were little. In this new duology we will follow 
their romances and their struggle to overcome 
the death of their mother and find their way.

#2 A Sky Full Of Stars 
A reunion, a breakup, a new adventure, an illusion... 
Whatever happens, they will always be together 
because family is the most important thing in their 
lives. This is the continuation of the story of the 
Luna sisters, a story full of feelings, laughter and 
tears. A story that will warm your heart, that will 
make you value life and that will make you smile.

+16

#1 Vera And 
Her World

#2 Our Little Universe

SUSANA RUBIO

 #2 All My Boyfriends#1 All My Girlfriends

Sagas by the author:

#1 Alexia’s Secrets #2 Alexia’s Doubts #3 Alexia’s Choice

+14

+ 50,000
copies sold

of her series!

#1 In Rome. 
Arrivederci, love

#2 In Rome.
Ciao, beautiful

#3 In Rome. 
Buonasera, princess

Optioned Audiovisual 
Rights by 

#1 I Have a WhatsApp Message
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CHERRY CHIC

#1 When the Heavens Break and the Stars Fall

#2 When Winter Ends and We Fly Once Again #3 You And Me Even If The World Burns

Cherry Chic
Montena, May/September 2022
Softcover, 140 x 215 mm, 480 pp

A new Cherry Chic saga where 
the events take place in a small 
Oregon town: the mythical Rose 
Lake. Love and the struggle to start 
over in a new country will mark 
the pages of this new saga.

In Rose Lake there is a Free Library mailbox 
contest every Christmas and the neighbour 
with the most beautiful book box wins.
There’s an autumn festival that includes pump-
kin auctions and axe chopping contests.
There is only one restaurant, but it might just 
serve the best hot chocolate in the world.
There is a lake, of course, surrounded by 
mountains and thick forests, and the popula-
tion is barely more than a thousand people.

It is, according to Vera, the perfect village to make 
a comeback. According to Maia, it is a lost corner 
of the world, among the mountains of Oregon. 
According to Martin, it is the best place to be 
born in and to grow up. And according to Kellan... 
For him, Rose Lake is the most beautiful and pain-
ful place in the world.

•  Blockbuster author: Cherry Chic is one of 
 the most successful authors in the world 
 of self-publishing (over 400,000 copies 

sold of her books). Her last series Rose 
Lake sold 10,000 copies in 6 months!

Montena, January 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 480 pp

The Braves universe is back.
The characters saga continues...

Junior is the son of Oliver and Daniela Acosta, has 
three brothers, works as a surgeon in Los Angeles 
and thinks that nothing is missing in life... until 
he realizes that this is not entirely true. He will 
discover in one of his childhood friends to what 
extent one is capable of missing something.

Cherry Chic
Montena, May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 480 pp

Liam and Grace: a story of love 
and memories impossible to 
forget. A new and essential 
standalone by Cherry Chic.

Liam O’Callaghan and Grace Fitzgerald are 
neighbors and best friends. A life united by 
the care of their respective farms and a unique 
love story that will be born with a pact: meet 
every two years to sign a contract and bury it 
inside a box under the Fairy Tree. Over time we 
will see how this relationship evolves, its good 
and bad moments, discovering new things 
together, what it means to share a whole life 
with another person, etc. In short, a song to 
love, friendship and unforgettable memories.

Rose Lake

+16

Blockbuster 
author:

+22,000 copies 
sold of  

her books!

CHERRY CHIC

The Time We Had

Braves

Previous titles in the saga:

+16
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MERCEDES RON

Mercedes Ron
Montena, May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 448 pp

Discover the secret of your new addiction: 
the new saga of Mercedes Ron.

Alex Lenox has always been clear about his future, and 
he is flying private jets, traveling the world and enjoying 
all the pleasures that his job and position offers him.
But one day his friend will convince him to spend 
a month on a remote island in Bali. Not even 
in his wildest dreams would he imagine that 
there he would meet the love of his life...

Nikki Hill is a simple girl, her whole life has been 
spent on a small island that she adores above all 
things. With four different jobs, she barely has 
time to think about anything but her animals, but 
then one day she meets Alexander Lenox...

What begins as a summer love will become a 
maelstrom of feelings, hidden secrets and half-
truths that will make Alex and Nikki live a romance 
for which neither of them is prepared. 

Love, sea, sex, secrets, lies, sunsets and rice 
paddies will make up the perfect setting for Alex 
and Nikki to end up immersed in a love story that 
will make everyone, including them, sigh at the 
thought of an island... a small island in Bali.

Bali Face-To-Face

Tell Me

#3 Tell Me With Kisses#2 Tell Me in Secret#1 Tell Me Softly

Rights sold: 
France (Hachette) 
Italy (Salani)
Portugal (Presença)
Russia (AST)
Czech Republic (Dobrovsky)
Hungary (Menó Könyvek)
Poland (Harde) 
Romania (Bookzone)
Serbia (Vulkan)
USA (Bloom Books)

Rights sold: 
Romania (Bookzone)

Amazon Prime movie 
on June 2023!

+16 MERCEDES RON

Previous saga’s by the author:

+250,000 copies sold!

+ 35,000 copies
 in Spanish 

+16

Our FaultMy Fault Your Fault

+ 40 million 
readers

 on Wattpad 

#1 30 Sunsets To Make You Fall In Love
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Love According To…

Cristina Fuertes
Random Comics, March 2023
Hardcover, 170 x 220 mm, 128 pp

An illustrated book on love, music 
and cultural references. Because 
we only live one life and we’d better 
spend it with those who love us.

Cris Fuertes lives by and for music, literature 
and cinema. Her love for art has shaped her 
into the artist she is today. Love According 
To... is his first book, in which he will delve 
into the most important events of his life: 
the death of his father, his first relationships, 
his work, etc. At times to the rhythm of the 
Beatles and Luis Miguel and at others to 
the rhythm of the opera and Bon Iver.

Yellow Does Not Exist

Gema Vadillo
Random Comics, May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 230 mm, 384 pp

The first illustrated novel by Gema 
Vadillo: Friendship, love, Berlin and... 
trips through the looking glass?

Aaron lives alone but surrounded by people who 
love him: his little sister, his friends Nora, Jan 
and Ubby. For him all this is enough until a series 
of graffiti throughout his hometown upset the 
tranquility of everyday life. Everything will take 
a definitive turn when one night, Aaron sees 
a stranger jump into a mirror. It is there when 
he will meet the Voyagers and their mission.

• Illustrated teenage novel.
• The 1st book of the author sold 4,000 copies!
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Daniella Calle & María José Poché
Plaza & Janés, July 2019
Softcover, 150 x 230 mm, 344 pp

A novel about first love, and everything 
painful and wonderful that it implies.

Daniela Calle and María José Poché became best 
friends when Justin Bieber visited Colombia in 2013. 
from that moment they became inseparable. After 
many years of friendship, they both understood 
that they were in love with each other.

This is the story of an (im)possible love, a novel 
built through letters, chats and diaries. About 
breaking the social barriers, about daring to 
know oneself #ANYTHINGWITHYOU

• The authors have been listed on the top 10 LGTB+ 
Online Influencers list of the British LGTB Awards.

• Calle & Poché YouTube channel has more than
  6M followers!

Calle y Poché son la pareja de creadoras de contenido 
digital con el crecimiento más acelerado de la región 
en todas sus plataformas digitales. Su formación ar-
tística inició en la compañía de teatro musical más 
importante de Colombia. Compartir la misma visión 
fue lo que las llevó a crear una propuesta de conte-
nido variado y de calidad que ha marcado la dife-
rencia en el mundo digital. A pesar de que su carrera 
inició hace tan sólo tres años, han recibido los pre-
mios más importantes de la industria, entre ellos, el 
MTV MIAW, el Eliot Award, el Tú Award y el Produ 
Award, como Creadoras Revelación del Año, y la no-
minación como Mejores Creadoras Internacionales 
en los Streamy Awards, los premios más importantes 
del mundo digital. Actualmente están nominadas en 
la categoría "Top 10 LGBT + Online Influencers" en 
los British LGBT Awards, por ser una importante re-
presentación LGBT+ en los medios de comunicación 
y por buscar, por medio de su contenido, la protección 
de los derechos de la comunidad. También han teni-
do la oportunidad de trabajar con marcas destacadas 
como Disney Channel, Adidas, H&M y Faber-Cas-
tell. En el último año han sido portada de las revis-
tas juveniles más influyentes en México, Colombia, 
Perú, Chile y Centro América.

Sí, si es contigo es su primer libro.

 Calle y Poché
 @calleypoche
 @CalleyPocheoffi
 @CalleyPoche

Sí, si es contigo es una novela 
de un amor imposible.

Prólogo de Amalia Andrade

“CONTIGO TODO 

LO QUE CON NADIE NUNCA”.

ISBN:978-958-5464-55-1

9 7 8 9 5 8 5 4 6 4 5 5 1

#SíSiEsContigo
 megustaleerColombia
 MegustaleerCo
 MegustaleerCo

www.megustaleer.com.co

Diseño de cubierta: Penguin Random House / Paula A. Gutiérrez
Fotografías de cubierta: © Dolores Gortari
Fotografía de contra cubierta: © Daniella Benedetti
Lettering y concepto: Calle y Poché

+12
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Anything With You

Mariana Furiasse
Nube de Tinta, March 2023
Hardcover, 150 x 215 mm, 144 pp

How much do other people’s looks weigh? 
How to face the world when we feel, or 
are made to feel, invisible?A new edition 
of a classic teenage novel among
the first ones to deal with body-shaming.

My name is Rafaela Rivera and I am 16 years old. 
I don’t look very big, but I’m far from having the 
body that many expect. I got sick of hearing the 
typical “you have a beautiful face” while they think 
“pity the body”. Even my mom often reminds me 
how different I should be. Luckily our house is 
my refuge, where I feel most secure. And with 
my friends. They are few, but unconditional. At 
school, the others don’t even register me. Or at 
least that’s what I thought, until Simón Oliveira 
got my contact and started writing to me.

Rafaela

Rafaela|M A R I A N A  F U R I A S S ETambién en Nube de Tinta:

Los nombres prestados
Siempre nos estamos yendo

Verónica Sukaczer
 

Nada es suficiente
Un infierno

Lydia Carreras
 

A dos metros de ti
La lista de la suerte
Rachael Lippincott

Wonder. La lección de August
Pájaro blanco
R. J. Palacio

Bajo la misma estrella
Ciudades de papel

El teorema Katherine
John Green

Intermitente Rafaela
Mariana Furiasse

Mariana Furiasse nació en Rosario, Santa Fe.  
Es escritora de novelas y cuentos infantiles y 
juveniles. Publicó los libros Candela, Rafaela, 
Intermitente Rafaela, Ramona revelada y 
Constelación de nado, y cuentos en las antologías 
Diez en un barco y Los olímpicos. A lo largo  
de su carrera, recibió los premios El Barco de 
Vapor (SM, Argentina), Julio C. Coba (Libresa, 
Ecuador) y el Gran Premio ALIJA 2020-2021  
por Constelación de nado. Algunas de sus novelas  
se publicaron en España, Colombia, Ecuador  
y Brasil.

ISBN 978-987-1997-64-0

9 7 8 9 8 7 1 9 9 7 6 4 0

penguinlibros.com

Ilustración y diseño de tapa: Candela Insua

penguinaulaar

novelasparachicxs

Me llamo Rafaela Rivera y tengo 16 años. No me veo 

redonda, pero estoy lejos de tener el cuerpo que muchos 

esperan. Me harté de escuchar el típico “tenés una cara 

preciosa” mientras piensan “lástima el cuerpo”. Incluso  

mi mamá suele recordarme lo distinta que debería ser. 

Por suerte nuestra casa también es mi refugio, me 

encanta cocinar, pasar tiempo con mi perra Minerva y 

tocar el violín que dejó papá cuando se fue. Ahí es donde 

me siento más segura. Y con mis amigas. Son pocas, pero 

incondicionales. En la escuela, los demás ni me registran. 

O por lo menos eso creía, hasta que Simón Oliveira 

consiguió mi contacto y empezó a escribirme.

¿Cuánto pesan las miradas ajenas? ¿Cómo enfrentar el mundo cuando 
nos sentimos, o nos hacen sentir, invisibles? En esta nueva edición, 

Mariana Furiasse seguirá conmoviendo a lectoras y lectores, y 
poniendo palabras a tantas situaciones que, aún hoy, nos interpelan.
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Rafaela

Someone For Us

Juan Arcones Author

Nagore Odriozola Illustrator

Random Comics, January 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 336 pp

If Someone For You left you wanting 
more and Someone For Me stole your 
heart, here comes the continuation 
of the perfectly imperfect love story.

Although he continues to work on his anxiety 
issues, everything seems to be going better 
in Óscar’s life since his father left town 
and he is temporarily living with his openly 
lesbian aunt Aurora, who is helping him as 
much as possible. on his way to maturity.
Pablo and he have a beautiful and almost 
fairytale relationship, but the appearance of an 
old friend of Pablo’s and an anonymous boy who 
doesn’t stop writing messages to Óscar will put 
their relationship to the test more than ever.

• Audiovisual rights to the first volume have 
been optioned!

Someone For You Someone For Me

Previous titles:
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HellfriendThe Witches Kingdom. #1 Longing For Shadows

Myriam M. Lejardi
Molino, May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 140 x 213 mm, 384 pp

A romantic comedy about the 
ultimate bad boy: the devil himself.

Girl meets boy. Boy tries to pick up girl. 
Girl tries to exorcise boy. Normal, wow.

When Milena discovers that her neighbor Bel is 
a demon, her plan of action is clear: she must 
return him to Hell to rid humanity of his evil 
influence. But Bel isn’t just devilishly handsome, 
he’s also interesting, passionate, rebellious, 
and willing to offer her a deal that’s hard to 
refuse. So how not to fall into temptation?

Bel, on the other hand, sees in Milena the 
perfect opportunity not to return to hell, as 
long as she decides to help him. And although 
the girl seems immune to her neighbor’s 
charms, he draws on six millennia of experience 
in the art of seduction; so it is impossible 
for you to lose in this game of deception. 
What’s the worst that could happen? After 
all, demons don’t fall in love, do they?

• The perfect summer reading with an 
enemies to lovers hot plot!

Niloa Gray
Alfaguara I&J, May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 360 pp

Here comes the romantic fantasy 
duology that will dazzle readers 
of Sarah J. Maas, Jennifer 
Armentrout and Shelby Mahurin.

Ovidia belongs to a secret society of witches. 
However, she is distrusted by many of her peers 
due to the nature of her powers. She has to 
keep them as quiet as possible. On the night of 
Samhain, Ovidia finds the leader of her society 
brutally murdered, and everyone believes 
that she is the culprit. Before she can stand 
trial, Noam, her greatest rival, rescues her. 
Perhaps, for Noam, she is not a rival... 
but something else.

• A YA romantic fantasy book, the genre that 
triumphs among teenagers right now.

* A fast-paced novel, with a mystery 
plot and an enigmatic boy who will 
steal the hearts of readers.

* An author with a history: self-published, 
acclaimed, published by PRHGE.

+14 +16
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Wild Ones 

Elsa Jenner
Montena, February 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416 pp

The highly anticipated second part 
of the Wild Ones saga by Elsa Jenner, 
one of the most important self-
publishing writers of the moment. 
A love story with touche.

The YA novel with a touch of suspense that will 
leave a trace. A unique, fastpaced and addictive 
story.

Prepare yourself to be breathless with the finale 
of Elsa’s series with all the ingredients to fall in 
love.

#2 One Of Our Endings

Cliché series: #1 Bad Reputation

Adriana Criado
Alfaguara I&J, April 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416

The new revelation trilogy of 
romantic youth literature, in 
the purest Wattpad style.

Rule number 1: my house, my friends’. Rule 
number 2: see, hear, shut up. Rule num-
ber 3: no making out with my friends.

Spencer Haynes must abide by three simple 
rules when she is forced to leave everything 
behind and move across town to live with her 
stepbrother Jordan. However, rule num-
ber 3 is jeopardized when Spencer meets 
the blue eyes of Nate, who challenges her 
to discover a new version of herself.

The attraction between them is uncontrolla-
ble, but... will they break the most important 
rule? Will Spencer be able to put her bad 
reputation behind her and start over?

Elsa Jenner
Montena, November 2022
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 416 pp

Montena welcomes the self-published 
sensation, Elsa Jenner! A love story 
with a touch of suspense, a book that 
will leave an impact. It’s a one-of-a-
kind, rapid-fire book that’s addictive 
to a fault. Get ready to be floored.

Adriana is accepted at the prestigious 
Carmen Barrat Actor Academy. She leaves 
her hometown of Madrid for Barcelona, 
where she’ll make good friends, as well as a 
few enemies. It’s there that she’ll be reunited 
with her high school sweetheart, who has 
since become a famous author who’s idolized 
by all her friends… and it turns out, he’s 
also the director of the academy’s son. 

#1 A Delusion Like Us 
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Hot New Adult

Insatiable
Montena, December 2022
Softcover, 150 x 215 mm, 448 pp

If Ingovernable left you on the verge, 
this is your moment. The new Rebeca 
Stones novel is already here.

  
Life is a constant roller coaster, and Romeo is 
not in a good moment: he must learn to over-
come a breakup, he must fight to find out who 
he really is and all this without losing that smile 
that characterizes him. But what happens when 
you get tired of pretending that everything is 
fine? When you no longer have the strength to 
be the smiling friend, the perfect son and the 
boy who charms everyone with his attitude?

Insatiable is the story of Romeo’s explosion. A 
story full of surprises and disappointments star-
ring characters that will give a lot to talk about.

Ungovernable
Montena, September 2022
Softcover with flaps,  149 x 215 mm, 448 pp
Rights sold: Russia (Ast)

Chloe, a professional fencer, decides to leave 
everything behind and move to Seville to start 
from scratch. There she will have to face her 
fears, discover who she is and fight against 
the burning desire that her coach awakens in 
her. New friends, new routine and dozens of 
secrets that will stir everything up. Will Chloe 
be ready? Are you ready to know its history?

+18 REBECA STONES

Synergy

Eight. 23,500 copies sold!

Windward

Timantti

REBECA STONES +18

+ 130,000 
copies sold 

of Rebeca Stone 
four books

20,000 
copies sold! 
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Eleanor Rigby
B de Bolsillo, June 2022 / July 2022 / June 2023
Softcover with flaps, 125 x 190 mm

The new great talent of the romantic 
new adult. Welcome to the Canaries. 
Are you willing to fall in love?  

#1 Just One Summer
June 2022, 360 pp

For Dácil, Thiago is the hate of his life. For Thiago, Dácil is the 
worst of nightmares. Spending a vacation with them poses a 
risk to anyone caught in the middle of the open war between 
the two. Until Airam, Dácil’s brother and Thiago’s best friend, 
fed up with five years of battle and wanting to enjoy a quiet 
summer, decides to solve it no matter what. Even making 
them believe that Dácil likes Thiago and Thiago, Dácil. 

#2 Everything Is Fire
July 2022, 360 pp

For Dácil, loving Thiago was the biggest mistake he could 
think of making. For Thiago, loving Dácil was the worst 
idea that crossed his mind. Both of their lives have changed 
when they meet again on a cruise. Dácil did not expect 
to find himself with the boy he has been trying to forget 
for a whole year. Thiago did not suspect that he would 
see the eyes of the girl who touched his heart again. In 
theory they should be used to each other, but there is too 
much unfinished business between the two of them and 
neither has buried the hatchet. Until the new agreement 
arrives. But playing with fire is always dangerous...

#3 After Loving You 
June 2023, 450 pp

For Maday, Airam was a pipe dream. For Airam, Maday was 
the dream she would one day come true. Throughout fifteen 
years of friendship, their paths have never coincided, as if their 
story was destined to fail. But despite the rancor, distance 
and a separate life separating them, each time they meet 
again they return to the past. A past where everything could 
be. He just wants to forget. She needs to turn the page.

Daredevils series

F O R   N O N - F I C T I O N
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Biomyths

Carlos Pazos
Beascoa, April 2022
Hardcover, 180 x 180 mm, 24 pp

Carlos Pazos, author of Astromyths, 
returns with a new proposal 
based on mythology and the 
kingdom of the living.

Plants and animals that owe their names to 
the most famous and fascinating myths fill the 
pages of this book. With a myriad of interesting 
stories and fun illustrations, Biomyths promises 
to be a new success among the captive audi-
ence of Carlos Pazos’ books.

• A non-fiction collection combining 
mythology, animals, and plants.

• Pazos’ previous book, Astromyths, sold 
6,500 copies!

Previous series Future Geniuses: already translated into 9 languages!
+36,000

copies sold
of the series! 
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#1 Alice And Her 
Wonderful Brain

Alicia And Her Wonderful Belly

Nazareth Castellanos Author

Luna Lag Illustrator

Beascoa, November 2022
Hardcover, 280 x 245 mm, 32 pp

Alicia will enter our stomach to 
explain how we work on the inside.

After Alice And Her Wonderful Brain, Alicia em-
barks on a journey to the center of her digestive 
system, the body’s second brain. That’s where 
we make all sorts of unconscious decisions, and 
it’s also a major nerve center for emotions and 
moods. In this second book, Alicia will meet the 
Mad Hatter during his unbirthday party, and 
together they will discover how, sometimes, 
what we eat helps us behave better… or worse!

• The 1st volume has sold 3,000 copies 
 and a 3rd  edition is being prepared!
• Very popular author who is a resident
 professor at UC Berkeley, a best-seller 
 author in adults’ non fiction and a 
 referent in neuroscience. 

  Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  

Nutri Series

Blanca García-Orea Haro
B de Blok, June 2022
Hardcover, 200 x 260 mm, 64 pp

The latest children’s book by BlancaNutri, 
this time about immunology.

Children are likely to get sick, and so are people 
who live with them! In this new book, in a fun and 
enjoyable style, BlancaNutri tell us everything we 
need to know about diseases, colds and other 
ailments we all experience from time to time.

• Includes recipes to make our immune system 
stronger and make getting sick less unpleasant.

   Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  

Blanca García-Orea Haro
B de Blok, June 2021
Hardcover, 200 x 260 mm, 48 pp

This illustrated volume follows on 
the outrageous success of Tell Me 
What You Eat and I’ll Tell You 
What Bacteria You Have.

Valentina comes home from her best friend’s 
birthday party, Valentina’s stomach hurts so 
much! Her mother sits down beside her as she 
lies in bed and tells her a story about the little 
critters inside us all. That night, Valentina has 
a very strange dream: four very odd crea-
tures wake her up and begin telling her about 
microbiota, digestion, intestines, nutrients and 
a load of other things Valentina doesn’t un-
derstand. She embarks on a voyage with her 
new, weird friends to find out everything there 
is to know about digestion, food and poop.

• BlancaNutri has been an absolute sensation 
and is now one of PRH’s bestselling authors. 
Her non-fiction for adults has sold around 
200,000 copies.

#1 Healthy as Humans

#2 Immunized 

+20,000
copies sold!  

+6,000 
copies sold 

of #1!
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Sapidus: An Instruction Manual for your Brain

OIS
sold +20,000 
copies in one 

month!

NIS: Numeric 
Intelligence System

OIS: The Orthographic 
Intelligence System

José Ramón García Guinarte Author

Ramon Lanza Illustrator

B de Blok, November 2022
Hardcover, 205 x 205 mm, 192 pp

The self-published Amazon smash hit 
arrives at PRH, where it will become 
the first volume in an educational 
series for kids. Say hello to: Sapidus, 
an instruction manual for your brain!

Why do we sometimes forget things? How can 
we program our brain? After The Orthographic 
Intelligence System and Numeric Intelligence 
System, comes a new learning method 
based on neuroscience that allows us to 
increase our cognitive abilities and improve 
our performance. By better understanding 
how our brain works and how it organizes 
the information around us, we can improve 
our capacity for memorization, reading 
speed, mental visualization, and many other 
aptitudes. A book for the whole family that 
can be tailored to the age of the reader.

• OIS, a self-published project, has been in 
Amazon’s TOP 3 for a month, selling 750 
copies a day, with over 20,000 copies sold 
in one month.

   Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!    

José Ramón García Guinarte is a 
philosopher and holds a degree in pedago-
gist. He is a specialized in neurolinguistic 
programming and clinical hypnosis with over 
25 years of experience in the field of high aca-
demic performance and the functioning of the 
human brain. He created the “Memorize-IDI” 
numeric memorization system, which is based 
on the technological development of Pierre 
Herigon’s 18th-cenutry alphanumeric system. 
Memorize-IDI has been the #1 national educa-
tion app on several occasions. 

Neuroscience To Be Happy

José Ramón García Guinarte Author

Ramon Lanza Illustrator

B de Blok, June 2023
Softcover, 210 x 290 mm, 48 pp

The practical book of the new 
learning collection for children!

The holiday notebook from the children’s learn-
ing collection that is revolutionizing the market. 
This booklet offers fun activities and exercises 
so that children can consolidate the methods 
learned in the book OIS (spelling), and in the 
NIS (number memorization) . A compendium that 
serves as a review and allows you to put into 
practice everything learned in the previous vol-
umes. An ideal format for the summer holidays.

• Neuroscientific method of learning: 
 a notebook to put our orthographic and nu-

merical memorization into practice.
• Simple, useful and effective: exercises to 

learn by playing for all ages. 
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Rey Engima Author

David M. Buisan Illustrator

Alfaguara I&J, September 2022
Hardcover, 150 x 230 mm, 256 pp

An ingenious approach to 
chess from a master.

A book with all the tricks you need to become a 
chess master, with the help of Rey Enigma. Includes 
lessons for learning a new concept every day, interac-
tive exercises, and activities for applying everything 
you’ve learned. Includes interviews and classes 
with chess masters and other key figures from the 
Spanish-speaking chess world, who are here to show 
you the most effective approaches to the game.

• Secret Author’s Identity!

The Enigma Method 
For Future Chess Masters

Puzzles

100 Puzzles to Train Your Brain

VVAA (Various authors)
B de Blok, February 2022
Flexibook, 150 x 230 mm, 160 pp

100 puzzles to train your brain, the 
latest installment in the children’s non-
fiction collection for growing minds.

The second installment in a collection of non-
fiction to help the smallest among us train their 
brains with puzzles, challenges and logic games.

Puzzles, paradoxes, math problems, mental 
agility games, riddles, and other challenges 
for growing minds. A book to challenge and 
encourage your children with logic games 
that will keep them entertained for hours.

Inspired by other successes in the division 
and foreign collections, these challenges 
are a guaranteed success.
 

101 Puzzles and Mysteries to Solve in the Dark

Miquel Capó
Montena, November 2022
Flexibook, 160 x 230 mm, 128 pp

Are you brave enough to solve these 
puzzles and mysteries in the dark?

Open this book and get ready to discover the 
most amazing puzzles to solve in the dark…
You can only solve them if you turn off the 
lights! Logic games, riddles, paradoxes…

All kinds of challenges! Are you brave 
enough to solve them in the dark?

• Puzzle books are trending, and their popularity 
is growing at an unstoppable pace: Miquel 
Capó’s “puzzles” collection has sold over 
60,000 copies.
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Super Super Jokes

555 Genius Jokes for Total Laughter!

444 Goal-Scoring Football Jokes

Pau Clua Author

Àlex López Illustrator

Montena, June 2022
Softcover, 140 x 215 mm, 216 pp

Ger ready to laugh until you 
can’t take it with jokes about 
football, the king of sports!

Get ready to laugh so hard you can’t stop, because 
as soon as you open this book… you won’t be able 
to stop! You’ll find 444 jokes about the king of 
sports. Laughter and football, what could be bet-
ter? A book full of jokes and hilarious illustrations 
related to football, so that boys and girls can have 
a great time. Fun for the whole family is guaran-
teed thanks to the best in children’s humor. You’ll 
start reading, get through a few lines, and then…. 
GOOOOOAL! Are you ready to laugh like never 
before?

  Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant!  

Pau Clua Author

Àlex López Illustrator

Montena, May 2021
Softcover, 140 x 215 mm, 288 pp

Are you tired of hearing the same 
old jokes over and over again?

Have you run out of jokes you had in your head and 
you no longer have ideas to tell your friends? Are 
you bored by endless stories that are not funny at 
all? The solution to all your problems is in your 
hands: say goodbye to boredom and discover 
555 great joks for total laughter! 

• 555 jokes with which you will cry with laughter.
• Hilarious illustrations on each page.

Mar Benegas Author

Mamén Marcén Illustrator

Penguin Kids, February 2023
Hardcover, 140 x 213 mm, 192 pp

Guess riddle... every day of the 
year! Discover 365 Riddles from 
the hand of Mar Benegas.

Discover a riddle a day! Some you probably 
already know, but there are many others that 
will surprise you! A book full of illustrations 
that will make the whole family have a good 
time while they learn the funniest riddles 
and remember the ones of a lifetime.

• The perfect book to stimulate the read-
ing habit by bits of reading every day!

• The author has sold over 170,000 
copies of her books.

365 Riddles, One For Every Day! 
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ESTOS TUBOS 
SE LLAMAN 

FUENTES 
HIDROTERMALES

POR ELLOS, 
EL PLANETA

 SOLTABA CALOR Y GASES, ¡IGUAL QUE  EL TUBO DE ESCAPE 
DE UN COCHE!

BAJO EL MAR
¡Allí no había ningún dinosaurio! Teo, Mar, Alejo y Bruna 
buceaban en medio de la oscuridad, dentro de una burbuja. 
¡Fuera había agua! Agua oscura y profunda, un mar que les 
rodeaba por todos los costados. Pero en aquel mar no había 
dinosaurios, ¡ni tampoco peces!

Para entender de dónde vienen los dinosaurios (y nosotros), hay 
que empezar mucho antes, y todo empieza aquí. Bajo el mar, hace 
más de cuatro mil millones de años.
En el fondo del mar había agujeros y tubos por donde salían cho-
rros de agua caliente. A su alrededor, en la corriente, flotaban 
puntitos diminutos. El agua hervía porque bajo la roca había lava; 
el planeta se acababa de formar, estaba recién salido del horno. 

Los puntitos eran bichillos minúsculos. 
¡Bacterias! Las primeras bacterias nacieron 
aquí, en el fondo del mar, y vivían y se nu-
trían del agua hirviendo, de los gases y mi-
nerales. Fueron los primeros seres vivos y 
los más sencillos. Todos los demás han evo-
lucionado a partir de ellas, y los científicos 
les pusieron el nombre de «LUCA».

LUCA, 
el ancestro universal

 Vivió hace 4.350 millones de años, 
en la era Paleoarcaica.

 Se llama así por las siglas en inglés 
de “Último antepasado común 
universal”: es el tatara-tatara-
tatarabuelo de tooodos los seres 
vivos de la Tierra.

 HABILIDADES: convierten el calor 
y los gases del agua en energía, 
¡para LUCA, el agua caliente es como 
un batido riquísimo!

¡Tampoco hay 
dinosaurios!

¡Hola, pececitos! 
Jopé, ¿por qué no 

hay pececitos?

¿Qué son esas 
cositas que se 

mueven?

¡Pero eso no es 
un dinosaurio! 

¡Es un tubo!

Super Geniuses

H.M. Zubieta Author

Juanje Infante Illustrator

Alfaguara I&J, June 2023
Hardcover, 190 x 260 mm, 64 pp

Do you like curiosities? The fascinating 
collection of Super Geniuses arrives, 
a new way of learning!

When kids want to know things, sometimes they get 
into trouble... and sometimes things happen a little, 
very very crazy. But how are we going to learn if not?

Discover everything you need to knowabout di-
nosaurs and prehistory. All we know about them 
is thanks to researching fossils and bones, but can 
you imagine if we could travel back in time?

Find out everything you need to know about 
the human body and how it works. Join us on 
the craziest and most fascinating inner adven-
ture ever written, and become in expert!

#1 Dinosaurs 
& Prehistory

#2 The Human 
Body

+9

Unravelling History

Pascu Author

Rodri Illustrator

Alfaguara I&J, June 2022
Hardcover, 160 x 230 mm, 160 pp

Check out the latest book in the 
Unravelling History series!

A new, humorous history book that will keep 
you awake. It’ll show you a new world, it’ll 
bust open the wildest stories about adventure 
and the monsters of world mythology. Enjoy 
the humor and hilarious illustrations in this 
acclaimed historical fantasy series!

In the same series

LOS DIOsEs
MáS LOCOS

PASCU Y RODRI
PASCU Y RODRI

LOS DIOSES M
ÁS LOCOS

LOS DIOSES M
ÁS LOCOS

PASCU Y RODRI

¡DESCUBRE CUÁLES SON LOS DIOSES ¡DESCUBRE CUÁLES SON LOS DIOSES 
MÁS EXTRAÑOS Y ALUCINANTESMÁS EXTRAÑOS Y ALUCINANTES

 QUE HAN EXISTIDO! QUE HAN EXISTIDO!
La mitología universal está repleta de dioses La mitología universal está repleta de dioses 

heroicos, fi guras míticas y grandes historias épicas... heroicos, fi guras míticas y grandes historias épicas... 
Pero en este libro te vamos a contar las historias de Pero en este libro te vamos a contar las historias de 

los dioses más absurdos, desquiciantes y fantásticos. los dioses más absurdos, desquiciantes y fantásticos. 
Desde Loki, el dios del engaño y la mentira, hasta Desde Loki, el dios del engaño y la mentira, hasta 

Kali, la destructora, pasando por Dioniso, Pele, Kali, la destructora, pasando por Dioniso, Pele, 
Sun Wukong, Apofi s y muchos más...Sun Wukong, Apofi s y muchos más...

SORPRÉNDETE CON LOS ORÍGENES Y LAS AVENTURAS SORPRÉNDETE CON LOS ORÍGENES Y LAS AVENTURAS 
DE DIOSES Y DIOSAS DE TODO EL MUNDO.DE DIOSES Y DIOSAS DE TODO EL MUNDO.

CON TODO EL HUMOR Y LAS ILUSTRACIONES CON TODO EL HUMOR Y LAS ILUSTRACIONES 
DESTERNILLANTES DE PASCU Y RODRI, DE DESTERNILLANTES DE PASCU Y RODRI, DE 

 destripandolahistoria
 pascuyrodri
 somosinfi nitos

 somosinfi nitoslibros
megustaleer
www.megustaleer.com

ISBN 978-84-204-4004-0
PVP 15,95 €

AL40040_LOS DIOSES MAS LOCOS.indd   1AL40040_LOS DIOSES MAS LOCOS.indd   1 14/9/20   16:0114/9/20   16:01

#5 The Nastiest Monsters

+ 200,000 
copies sold 

of the series!

+7
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Philosophy Apprentice
Philosophy’s Great Questions for Curious Minds

Ana Isabel García Vázquez Author

Celeste Mir Illustrator

Alfaguara I&J, October 2022
Hardcover, 225 x 278 mm, 64 pp

A gorgeous picture book to introduce 
children to the world of philosophy 
and critical, creative, ethical thought.

A book for curious children, so they can con-
tinue asking questions and get familiar with 
the key figures and movements in the history 
of Western philosophy. An illustrated history 
of philosophy structured around the great 
western thinkers’ most important questions.

• The author is the president of the Centro de 
Filosofía Para Niños and is a leading expert in 
philosophy for children.

• Lack of material on that discipline despite the 
rise of Philosophy workshops and interest!

+7

Tomàs Molina Author

Elisa Ancori Illustrator

Montena, March 2022
Hardcover, 279 x 375 mm, 64 pp

After Strange Weather Facts, Tomàs 
Molina shares the most interesting 
and exciting facts in the universe.

What will travel look like in the future? What 
are the most famous space missions in his-
tory? Why is our planet the way it is? What 
are raindrops, rainbows and hurricanes? Find 
answers to all the questions you may have asked 
yourself about our planet. Tomàs Molina—the 
world’s most famous weatherman—explains 
everything there is to know about Planet Earth.

A great gift full of precious illustrations, a 
perfect book to share and discover the uni-
verse’s hidden secrets with the whole family. 

   Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant! 

The Definitive Guide to the Planet

Also by the author:
Strange Weather Facts
Rights Sold:
China (Rentian Ulus)
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40 41

MÚSICA

El conejo malo

Uno de los artistas más famosos de la última década es 
Benito Antonio Martínez Ocasio, también conocido como 
Bad Bunny. Pero ¿sabes el origen de este apodo? ¡Te lo 
cuento! Todo se remonta al día en que el pe-
queño Benito tuvo que ir al colegio disfraza-
do de conejo. Él no quería, así que, cuando 
le tomaron una foto, el niño tenía cara de 
enfado. Fue al ver esa foto, ya de mayor, 
cuando decidió adoptar el sobrenombre 
de «Conejo Malo»; pero, eso sí, traducido al 
inglés (que siempre queda más bonito).

El gusano musical

Seguro que alguna vez se te ha pegado una melodía o al-
guna frase de una canción, sin que te la puedas quitar de la 
cabeza, ¿verdad? Suele pasar con canciones muy pegadizas, 
que no puedes parar de repetir mentalmente de forma in-
voluntaria. Pues resulta que este fenómeno tiene un nom-
bre: se le denomina «gusano musical». 

Superdatos para gente curiosa

interiores_SUPERGEOGRAFIA2_scratchBUENO_02.14.indd   40interiores_SUPERGEOGRAFIA2_scratchBUENO_02.14.indd   40 14/02/2023   18:19:4814/02/2023   18:19:48

Música

40 41

Un corazón con ritmo

Varios estudios científicos han descubierto 
que el hecho de escuchar música que nos 

gusta puede aportar grandes beneficios 
a nuestro organismo. Además, hay evi-
dencias de que nuestro corazón es ca-

paz de adaptar sus latidos al ritmo de la 
música que estemos escuchando; es decir, 

que, dependiendo de la canción, nuestros 
latidos se relajan o se aceleran. No sé a 
ti, pero a mí esto me parece alucinante.

La primera canción

Realmente no se puede saber cuál fue la primera canción 
de la historia… Pero puedo contarte cuántos años tienen 
las canciones más antiguas que el ser humano ha encontra-
do hasta ahora. Reciben el nombre de Canciones hurritas y 
se calcula que fueron escritas aproximadamente hace 3.400 
años, en lo que hoy es Oriente Medio. 

interiores_SUPERGEOGRAFIA2_scratchBUENO_02.14.indd   41interiores_SUPERGEOGRAFIA2_scratchBUENO_02.14.indd   41 14/02/2023   18:19:5614/02/2023   18:19:56
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Pedro Torrijos Author

Laufer Illustrator

Beascoa, November 2022
Hardcover, 270 x 350 mm, 48 pp

Discover the six continents 
by visiting their most unique 
locations, described for little ones 
by Twitter star Pedro Torrijos.

They say that in Antarctica there’s a building 
shaped like a caterpillar that ploughs over piled-
up snow on skis. They also say in a desert city 
in the Middle East there are skyscrapers built 
on sand. And we know that once, in Taiwan, 
they built a city with colorful UFOs. In Atlas of 
Extraordinary Places, Pedro Torrijos leverages 
his talent as a writer and architecture expert 
to share these wonders with the young and the 
curious. An easy, fun, and educational book.

   Eligible for Institute Ramon Llull’s Illustration Grant! 

Charly Okei
Alfaguara I&J, April/May 2023
Softcover, 150 x 230 mm, 160 pp

Test your knowledge of general culture with 
Charly Okei, the creator of SuperGeography. 
+300 questions on General Culture!

-Tell me a country that begins with the letter C.
 -Is Caracas a country? -Chicago. -Chicago is a city.
These are some of the most bizarre responses re-
ceived by the tiktoker @charlyokei, who manages 
the SuperGeography account where he asks young 
people questions through the Omegle platform. 
More than three million users follow him on this 
platform and more than 300,000 on Instagram.
In this new installment, Charly will put our knowl-
edge to the test again so that we never 
give these slips again. Now, with new subjects, 
subjects and many more questions.

Atlas of Extraordinary Places 
For the Young and the Curious

The Great SuperGeography Quiz

#2 The Great 
SuperGeography 
Challenge
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Anna Salvia Author

Cristina Torrón “Menstruita” Illustrator
Penguin Kids, March 2023
Hardcover, 280 x 257 mm, 48 pp

Mini-Menstruita, the new collection 
of sex education for the little ones 
from the authors of Periods Are Cool.

Boys and girls have many questions about 
the vulva and penis: What do they look like? 
They are all the same? Do animals have too? 
Cows? The mosquitos? The hens? What 
are they for? How are they cared for?
An essential album on the penis and anoth-
er on the vulva with which the little ones will 
find answers to their questions and get to 
know their own body. They include a di-
dactic guide for families and educators!

• They include a didactic guide for families 
and educators!

• The previous series beginning with 
 Periods Are Cool sold +50,000 copies!

Anna Salvia Author

Cristina Torrón Illustrator
Montena, May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 215 x 280 mm, 80 pp

The first notebook on sex education. 
For boys and girls to have a great time 
while discovering puberty and sexuality.

From the hand of the authors of the best-sell-
ing series Menstruita, comes the Sex Education 
Superbook, a hilarious way to learn about the 
body, puberty and sexuality, with interactive activ-
ities such as hobbies, multiple choice questions, 
activities family, math challenges and fun reading.

It’s Called Penis! / It’s Called Vulva! Super Sex Education Notebook

+10

Mestruita previous series: 
Rights sold: China (Beijing Science and Technology Press), 
France (Eyrolles), Poland (Debit) and Ukraine (Vivat)

+ 100,000 
copies sold of 

Menstruita 
series!
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María Frisa
Alfaguara I&J, December 2022
Hardcover, 146 x 221 mm, 248 pp

Are you sick of studying? Don’t 
worry! The funniest diary ever written 
brings you 75 solutions to make 
your exam slump more bearable.

If you are tired of studying, if your teacher is a 
“motivator” for the exams, if you want to get 
good grades without having to put in a lot of 
effort... Here is the solution! OK, you won’t get 
rid of the exams, but with my 75 tips you’ll defi-
nitely get a lot of free time to spend on the really 
important things: the Internet, Nintendo, cell 
phones, being popular. .. What don’t you believe? 
Come on, open this book and be blown away!!

Alexis Ortiz Author

Rocío Raiavart Illustrator

Molino, February 2023
Softcover with flaps, 137 x 203 mm, 120 pp

Did you know that we dedicate an 
average of 1,000 hours of our life to 
shaving? Maybe the time has arrived 
to do other things with our time.

Our time is extremely valuable and perhaps it is 
not necessary to invest a good part of it to remove 
our hair. Instead, we could dedicate ourselves 
to much more interesting things like learning to 
communicate only through memes, using the 
Ouija to contact the spirit of Marie Curie, or, 
I don’t know, even tear down the patriarchy.

Because there is nothing that a woman with 
time on her hands, and hair (or not) on her legs, 
cannot do.

Nora García Author

Mr. Ed Illustrator

Molino, March 2023
Softcover with flaps, 137 x 203 mm, 128 pp

We spend about 4 and a half hours a 
day looking at the mobile. Do you know 
what else you could do with that time?

111 creative, original and fun ideas to have fun 
and fight mobile addiction. Organize your 
own Eurovision Song Contest at home; set up 
your own herbarium; practice urban sketch-
ing; sign up for self-care and create your own 
beauty concoctions; Discover the essential 
survival tricks to survive the apocalypse.

These are just a few of the 111 ideas you’ll find 
in this book. Proposals that will help you culti-
vate creativity, enjoy your free time more and 
better and, above all, remember how won-
derful the world was when you didn’t have to 
charge the battery to continue enjoying it.

75 Tips to Survive the Exams 111 Things To Do Instead of...

111 Things You Could Do Instead Of Looking 
At Your Phone

111 Things To Do Instead of Shaving Your Legs

CONSELL 40:
Confia en tu mateix: 
tu ets el millor que 

et passarà.

CONSELL 13:
Defensa els teus amics 
 com t’agradaria que et 

defensessin a tu.

Ningú no 

podrà 

amb tu!

Sara

 TOP 
 SECRET

I    Sara

 TOP
 SECRET

CONSELL 18:
Tots som genis (sí, tu també), 

només hem de trobar en què ho som.

 TOP
 SECRET

EQUIP SCOOBY DOO
!!

Deixa’m 
descansar

NO SÓC UN ROBOT
!

ENROLLA’T QUAN 
CORREGEIXIS 

Si no saps quina nota posar-me, 

MOLARIA UN EXCEL·LENT

Ningú no 

  75CONSELLS
PER SOBREVIURE ALS  

          EXAMENS
-

!

Ningú no 

podrà amb tu!

pegatinas 75 consejos EXAMENES CAT.indd   2-3 10/04/15   14:46

Previous titles in the collection:
#1 75 Tips to Survive School
#2 75 Tips to Survive Camp
#3 75 Tips to Survive Extra-Curricular Activities
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Sonia Encinas Author

Sara Tomate Illustrator

Montena, April 2023
Softcover with flaps, 160 x 230 mm, 160 pp

Self love, relationships, porn, consent 
and above all... pleasure! An inclusive 
and positive sexual education 
guide that solves all the doubts of 
adolescents without taboos.

With an honest style and without mincing 
words, Sonia Encinas explains everything we 
need to know (and nobody dares to tell us) to 
enjoy our sex life without fear or taboos.

How can I learn to love my body? Is it normal to 
have sexual fantasies? Is it bad to masturbate a 
lot? Is it bad to never masturbate? How can I have 
relationships that make me feel good? And, above 
all: why doesn’t anyone talk to us about pleasure?

Affective Sex
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Mike Fajardo
Alfaguara I&J, April 2023
Softcover, 165 x 195 mm, 160 pp

Discover the definitive guide to solving 
your life through non-verbal language!

Do you know how to detect when some-
one is lying? What does it mean when your 
mother frowns when you walk into the 
house? Do you think you can tell if you are 
welcome by the position of your feet?

In this book, Mike Fajardo reveals all the data, 
curiosities and tricks of the non-verbal lan-
guage of the human being. From the simplest 
explanations to why we cross our legs in a 
conversation, to the keys to make the best 
presentation in public, find out if that person 
likes us or anticipate the movements of others.

Vanfunfun (Nacho Iribarnegaray)
Alfaguara I&J, May 2023
Softcover, 165 x 195 mm, 160 pp

The book that will guide you when 
using the new evolutions of language!

What is inclusive language and what does 
it consist of? How to use it correctly? 
Why is it so important?

All these questions and more are resolved in 
Inclusive Language and Curiosities, an in-
formative book designed to shed light on 
human identity and diversity and which 
aims to affirm how important it is to create 
an inclusive environment for everyone.

Aina Pérez
Montena, June 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 144 pp

100 practical tips to better deal 
with day-to-day problems.

Takeaway Therapy is a short, fresh, agile and 
very useful book: to take with you everywhere 
and consult as a little counselor. It is made 
up of 20 key concepts of psychology and 5 
practical tools to better carry out day-to-day 
life: relativize, avoid dichotomous thoughts, 
manage failure and fear, understand emotions...

It deals with the topics that interest them 
the most, with examples of their day-to-
day situations, and above all with their own 
language: humour, drawings and graphics 
and a very pop and striking aesthetic.

• A perfect gift for any teenager!

Things To Say Without A Tongue

Let Me Check That Tongue

Takeaway Therapy

12

TERAPIA PARA LLEVAR PONER LÍMITES

13

 2
Elimina las creencias negativas  

sobre poner límites
Posibles creencias negativas sobre poner límites

Poner límites no es un acto egoísta, ya que contribuye a que la 
relación se mantenga en el tiempo de forma saludable.

El amor sí tiene límites, toda relación saludable, tiene límites sa-
ludables. Ponerlos sirve para cuidar la libertad e intimidad de 
cada uno. Dando espacio a las ideas, necesidades, opiniones, 
personalidad y decisiones de nuestra pareja.

No tenemos por qué compartir todas las vivencias y tiempo con 
nuestras familias, de hecho, hacerlo atenta con nuestra intimi-
dad e individualidad. 

Poner límites aumenta la seguridad en ti mismo y tu 
autoestima. Se trata de hacer conocer de forma asertiva y de 
forma respetuosa las necesidades que tienes para llegar a un 
consenso y equilibrio. Haciendo siempre lo que el resto quiere 
estás olvidándote de ti. Mereces rodearte de personas que en-
tiendan tus limites, al igual que tu los suyos.

Una relación de amistad, familia o pareja se basa en el apoyo 
mutuo, y evidentemente hay que cuidar a las personas que 
queremos. Pero no tenemos por qué estar siempre. Si tienes 
responsabilidades o necesidades que te impiden ayudar a esa 
persona y tenéis una relación sana, la persona lo comprenderá. 
No podemos estar siempre para todos, si siempre estamos 
para todos al final nos perdemos, porque nunca nos tenemos a 
nosotros mismos.

«Si no hago lo que la otra persona  
necesita soy un egoísta»

«EL AMOR NO SABE DE LÍMITES»

«Si quiero a mi familia y a mis amigos debo compartir todo con ellos»

«Si pongo límites puede que me quede solo»

«SIEMPRE TENGO QUE ESTAR  PARA QUIEN ME NECESITA»
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Penny Jay
Montena, May 2023
Softcover with flaps, 150 x 215 mm, 320 pp

BITCH. FAT WOMAN. FEMINAZI.

When in January 2019, Penny Jay visited 
the La Resistencia program to talk about her 
podcast, Riot Comedy, she had to endure 
weeks of harassment on the networks, with 
niceties such as “fat”, “whore” or “feminazi”. 
But this wave of insults was just the tip of 
the iceberg of a life in which she has always 
broken the rules: for being fat, for being funny, 
simply for being a woman and existing.

Mixing episodes from her life with paragraphs 
on fatphobia, misogyny, the hypersexuali-
zation of women or relationships between 
parents and children, Penny Jay presents a 
scathing and irreverent portrait of today’s 
society, with her usual acid humor, in which 
she does not leaves headless puppet.

Various Authors
Bruguera, April 2023
Hardcover, 180 x 205 mm, 144 pp

A book to celebrate friendship!

The besties are a trend and we can see them 
anywhere. In networks, searches for accesso-
ries for best friends, gifts, matching outfits, 
matching tattoos and endless other things 
to share with your best friend have risen.

Friends are a key link in our lives, and this link 
vindicates and exalts friendship. The per-
fect gift for your best friend, a book to build 
together, honor your friendship, treasure 
memories and unleash that explosive crea-
tivity that comes when you are together.

• A gift format book to share with your best 
friend. Ideal for us to celebrate that we 
have each other!

• The searches for gifts and objects to share 
with your best friend have multiplied on the 
internet.

• A trend that fits perfectly with the spirit of 
the times: sisterhood between women.

Fucking Fat FeminaziTogether We Are Magic
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Agua de Valencia Author

Klari Moreno Illustrator

Alfaguara I&J, May 2023
Flexibook, 165 x 255 mm, 208 pp

Spells, enchantments and recipes to 
transform the energy of your home. 

Home is the refuge of witches. The 
lair where the magic we carry within 
is nurtured and strengthened.

This book will teach you to find the mag-
ic that surrounds our routines, and to make 
the most of the energies of the home.
Learn to take advantage of the energy that 
surrounds you to live a more magical and 
powerful day to day with this guide full of 
recipes, crafts, spells and enchantments! 

• A great gift.

@Camiluna (Camila Caro)
Bruguera, April 2023
Hardcover, 170 x 245 mm, 160 pp

Create your own bullet journal 
based on the Moon and make the 
most of its power and influence!

@Camiluna, magic illustrator and expert on the 
Moon, invites you to accompany her on a tour of lunar 
magic, so you can discover how its states influence 
our lives and you can make the most of its energy.

• Growth of astrology. In a context of uncertainty, 
we seek to better understand how the stars partic-
ipate in our lives, feel identified with our sign and 
its characteristics, and live a spirituality based on 
nature and the planets.

• A practical book, perfect as a gift or self-regale, 
with inspiring phrases, curiosities about the Moon 
and natural spirituality.

Witch To Walk Around The House Lunar Bullet Journal

+14

Previous title:
Novice Witch Guidebook
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Ale Agulló
Alfaguara I&J, February 2023
Softcover with flaps, 104 x 205 mm, 160 pp

Ale Agulló, better known on social 
media for her humorous tiktoks like 
CaraCuadrada, teaches you how to become 
independent without (dying) from hunger

The ‘square face’ filter has given much more than 
anyone imagined, and already accumulates more 
than three million followers on the platform.

Ale Agulló (@aleagullosm) is not the first to 
think of doing scripted skits with her fami-
ly to entertain the TikTok audience, but she 
is one of the most successful doing so.

Now she reveals to us what his other passion is 
apart from making people laugh: cooking. In this 
book, Ale shares with her followers real recipes 
that are easy and fun to prepare for anyone who 
wants to become independent or start adult-
ing without starving to death in the attempt.

• With fun pictures of the recipes result!
• Easy and useful for those who leave 
 the family nest!

How To Become Independent Without 
Dying (of hunger) In The Attempt
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